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'Effective: [See'Notes]
United Slates Code Annotated Currentness
Title 42. The Public Health and Welfare
* ! Chapter 7. Social Security (Refs fi: Annos)
. . . . . . .
^1 Subchapter )QX. Grants to States forMedical Assistance Programs (Refs &. Annas)
*-t § 139&-1. Appropriations
• ••- • ••.
POT the purpose of enabling each State, as far as.practicable under the conditions "in such State, to furnish t l )
medical assistance on behalf of families with dependent .children and of aged, blind, or disabled individuals,
whose income and resources are insufficient to meerthe costs of necessary medical sendees, and (2) rehabilita. tipn and other .services to help ..such-families and individuals, attain or retain, cap abilityfor -independence or selfcare, there -is hereby authorized to be appropriated..for each fiscal year a sum sufficient to -carry out the purposes
•of this subchapter. The sums made .available under this section shall be used for making payments to' Slates
•which have submitted, and had approved by the Secretary, State plans for medical assistance. ; ' ' ; . . . . ' . '

CREDIT(S)

.• • • • : - • • . • . . • •

(Aug. 14, 1935, c 531, Title XIX, § 1901, as .added July.3D, 1965, PiibJL..BS-97. Tide I, § 121(a), 79 Stat. 343,
and amended Dec. 31, 1973, ?ub.L. 93-233, § 13(a)(1), 87 Stat. 960; July IB, 19B4, Pub.L. 98-359, Div. E, Title
VI, '§ 2663 (J) (3) (C), 98 Stat 1171.)

Section was formerly classified to 42 U.S.CA. § 1396 prior to being editorially .transferred to this section.

Current through P I ±11^252 (excluding P.L. .111-203, 111-240, .111-241, 111-242, ,111-244, .111-248, and
111-249) approved 10-5-10.
'•
Vvestlaw. (C) 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
EOT OF DOCUMENT '

...

.

.
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42 U.S.C.A. § 1396a

EffectivertSee Notes]
United* Siates Code Annotated Currentness
Title 42..The Public Health and Welfare
* ! Chapter 7. Social Security (Refs & Annas)
*! Subchapter XIX. Grants to States for Medical Assistance Programs (Refs Si Annas)
-4- § 1396a. State plans for medical assistance

(a) Contents
A State plan for medical assistance must-

(1) provide *at it shau be in effect in Apolitical subdivisions of the Suae, M

if administered by to, be

.

mandatory upon them;

equal to all of such non-Pederal share or prwfc for '

available under the plan;

f

^

V

^

^

*

^ ^

of adequate

funds

.-.-—.
' * • .r • ^ ^ ^ v^fnTP the State agency to any indi\*dual-whose.

-

«

,

^

,»

^

^ d e ^ ^
ance of personnel standards on a merit baas, ^ J ^ ^ ^ - ^ ta accordance «tth such meth- ..
to the selection, tenure of office, and compensate of an ^ »
^
administration and, where
ods, and including provision for uuMzation «£**%£
^
^
* ^ Secretary t0 b e necessary
administered locally.supervision of ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ d
effecL use of paid subprofessional.
for the proper and efficient operation of the plan, ® ^
" T ^ o f r e c l i e n t s m d o t h e r p e r s o n s 0f low
staff. « * particular emphasis an to full-tune or p a r t - ^ e «
g
^
^
^ ,
u s e rf fl ^
Qr
income, as community sendee aides, in fte a m m m s t r a t o o ^ * ^
to applicants and recipients and in
o l u m e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Z
State or local officer, empJud volunteers in a social sen-ice v
assisting any advisory committees f ^ s h e d ^

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No^laim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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ISM*

such ar office:, employee, or contractor shall be prohibited from committing an)' act. ii: relation to anv activity under the plan, the commission of which, to connection with am- activity concerning tne bnxteti States
Gov-nnn-m bv an office, or emnlovee of me United States Government, an individual .who .was sucn an office or employee, or a partner of such ar, officer or employee is prohibited by section 20; or 2011 of Title IE.
and (D) to* each State or local officer, employee, or independent contractor whc is responsive for selecting,
awardino or otherwise obtaining items and services-under the State plan shall be subject to safeguards .agatasi
conflic^of interest that are at leas- as stringent as me safeguards that apply under section 2: a the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy Act (41 U.S.C. 4231 to persons described in subsection (a)(2) of such section of
that Act;

•

'.••'••

'"' '

:

- .•

'S) either provide for the establishment or designation of.c single-State agency xo^dimnister or to-supervise;
the administration of me plan; or provide for the establishment -or •designation-of a single State agency to ad- =
minister or to supervise the administration of the plan, except that the determination of eligiDility for medical
assistance under the plan shall be-made by the-Stare or local agency administering the State plan approved ur,-;,
der sub-hapi-1 or XVI of this chapter (insofar- as itreiates to.the.aged) if the State is eh giDie to participate in
the State piar. program established under subchapter XVI of this chapter, or by the agency or agencies .-administ=rma the supplemental security income program established-under subchapter XVI or the .State plan, .approved" under pan A of subchapter IV of this chapter if the State is nc,-eligible to participate in.tne State-plan
program established under subchapter XV7 of this chapter;.
(S) provide thai the State agency will make such reports, in such form and contannng-aicn information, as the
Secretary may from time to time require, and comply with such provisions as the Secretary may from time to'
time find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of-such reports;-, , - - - - - .....,...--/..-. -,:.. -, ....
.(7) provide safeguards which restrict the use or disclosure of information concermng. applicants and-recipients
to rjurposss directly connected with—
'""" ".
(A) the adrrunistration of the plan; and
( P .at Stanfbptam. me exchange of information necessary-td verify the certification oi eligibility .of •children
fo- free or reduced price breakfasts under the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 and free or reduced price lunches
under the Richard B. Russell National School Lunch Act, in accordance with, section 9(b) of that Act, using
. data stanaardrand formats established by the State -agencyrj-;,....
.,-...'.:..
(8) provide that all individuals wishing to make application for medical assistance under-the plan shall have :
opportunity to do so, and that such assistance shall be furnished with reasonable promptness to all eligible individuals;
(9) provide(A) that the State health agency,-or other appropriate State medical agency (whichever Is utilized by-the
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Secretary for the purpose specified in the first sentence of section 1395aa(a) of this title), shall be responsible for establishing and maintaining health standards for private or public institutions in which recipients of
medical assistance under the plan may Teceive care or services,
(B) for the establishment or designation of a State authority or authorities which ihall be responsible for establishing and maintaining standards, other than those relating to'health, for such institutions,
(C) that any laboratory services paid for under such plan must be provided by a laboratory which meets the
applicable requirements of section 1395x(e)(9) of this title or paragraphs (16) and (17) .[FNl] of section
1395x(s) of this title, or, in the case of a laboratory which is -in a rural health clinic, of section
1395x(aa)(2)(G) of this title, and
(D) that the State maintain a consumer-oriented website providing useful information to consumers regarding all skilled nursing facilities and all nursing facilities in the. State, including for each facility, Eonn 2567
State inspection reports (or a successor form), complaint investigation reports, the .facility's plan of correction, and such other information that the State or the Secretary considers useful in assisting the public to assess the quality of long term care options and the quality of care provided by individual facilities;
(IQ) provide—
(A) for making medical assistance available, including at least the care and services listed in paragraphs (1)
* through (5), (17), (21), and (28) of section 1396d(a) of this title, t o ft) all individuals(I) who are receiving aid or assistance under any plan of the State approved under subchapter I, X, XIV,
or XVI of this chapter, or part A or part E of subchapter IV of this chapter (including individuals eligible under this subchapter by reason of section 602(a)(37) [FN2], 606th) [FN2], or 673(b) of this title,
or considered by the State to be receiving such aid as authorized under section-.682(e) (6) ::[FN2] of this
title),
(EL) (aa) with respect to whom supplemental security income benefits are being paid under subchapter
XVI of mis chapter (or were being paid as of the date of the enactment of section 21-1 (a) of the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (P JL. 104-193) and would continue to
be paid but for the enactment of that section), (bb) who are qualified severely impaired individuals (as
defined in section 1396d(q) of this title), or (cc) who are under 21 }'ears of age and with respect to
whom supplemental security income benefits would be paid under subchapter XVI of this chapter if
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of section 1382(c) (7) of this title were applied without rejgard to .the phrase
"the first day of the month following",

' © 2010 .Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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42u.S.C.A.<i39ba

(HI) who are qualified pregnani women or children as defined in section 1396din) of tins title,
(TV* who are described in subparagraph (A) or (B) ol subsection {])(!) of tins section and whose family
income does noi exceed the minimum income level the State -is.required TO establish -under subsection.
(1) (2) (A.) of tins section for such a family; JPN3]
(V) who are qualified family members as -defined in section 139&dim)[l}"of this title; |FN3]

(VI) who are described in subparagraph..(C) of.subsection^
income does noi exceed the income level the State is required TO . establish-undersuDsecti on (1) (2) (B) -of
this section for such a family,
' . . . . ' .
'•"•' •
(VH) who are described in subparagraph,(D)"of subsectiDri(l)(l) of this section and whose family in•come does not exceed the income level the Stated required to establish under subsection (l){2)(C)-of
this section for such a family"; or
•-• •
-.-.-f\nH) beginning January 1, 2014, who are Sunder Ec^ears ,of age, not pregnant;morentitled to, or en- '
rolled for!" benefits under pan A of sub chapter X V m of.this-,chapter, .or .enrolled for benefits under part.
B of subchapter XVIII of this chapter.and are not described in a previous subclause of this clause, and '
whose income (as determined under subsection (e) (14)) does noi exceed 133 percem of the poverty line
(as defined in section 1397jj(c);g) of this titie^appli cable TO aiamily of the size mvoived, subject to- ;
subsection (k); [FN4]
(ii) at the option of the State, to IFN5] any group or groups of individuals described in section 1396d(a) of
this title (or, in ihe case of individuals described in section 139Bd(a)(i) of this title, to [FN5] any reasonable categories DI such individuals) who are not. individuals described in clause (i) of .this subparagraph
but(I) who meet the income and. resources requirements of the appropriate State plan -described in clause (i)
or the supplemental security income program (as the case may be),
(II) who would meet the income and resources requirements of die appropriate State plan described-in •.
clause (i) if their work-related child care costs Were paid from their earnings rather than by e State
agency as a sendee expenditure,•--.,.........

(IH) who would be eligible to receive aid under the appropriate State plan described in clause (i) if coverage under such plan was as broad as allowed under Federal law,
(IV) with respect to whom there is being paid, or who are eligible, or would be eligible if they were not
in a medical institution, to have paid with respect to them, aid or assistance under the appropriate State
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plan described in clause (i), supplemental security income benefits under subchapter XVI of this
chapter, or a State, supplementary payment; [FN3]
(V) who are in a medical institution for a period of not less than 30 consecutive days (with eligibility by.
reason of this subclause beginning on the first day of such period), who meet the resource requirements
of the appropriate State plan described in clause (i) or the supplemental security income program, and
whose income does not exceed a separate income standard established b}' the State which is consistent
with Hie limit established under section 1396b(f) (4) (C) of this title,
(VI) who would be eligible under the State plan under this subchapter if they were ,in ,a medical institu- . .
tion, with respect to whom there has been a determination that but for the provision of home or community-based sendees described in subsection (c), -(d), or (e) of section 139Bn of this title they would
requirethe level of care provided in a hospital, nursing facility or intermediate-care facility for the men-- - tally retarded the cost of which could be reimbursed under the State plan, and who will receive home- or
community-based services pursuant to a waiver granted by the Secretary under subsection (c), (d), or .
(e) of section 1396n of this title,
(VII) who would be-eligible-under the State plan under this subchapter* if they were in a medical institution, who are terminally ill, and who will receive hospice care pursuant to a voluntary election described in section 1396d(o) of this title; [FN3]
(VICE) who is a child described in section 1396d{a) (i) of this title(aa) for whom there is in effect an adoption assistance agreement (other than an agreement under part
E of subchapter IV of this chapter) between the State and an adoptive parent or parents,
(bb) wh.0 the State agency responsible for adoption assistance has determined cannot be placed with
adoptive parents without-medical assistance because such child has special needs.for medical or rehabilitative care, and .
(cc) who was eligible for medical assistance under the State plan prior to the adoption assistance
agreement being entered into, or who would have been eligible for medical assistance at such time if
the eligibility standards and methodologies of the State's foster care program under part E of
subchapter IV of this chapter were-applied rather than the eligibility standards and methodologies of
the State's aid to families with dependent children program under part A of subchapter TV of this
chapter; [FN3]
(IX) who are described in subsection (1)(1) of this section and are not described in clause (i) (IV), clause
(i)(VI). or clause (i) (VII); [FN3]

©2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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^.§•1396*

01} who art described in subsection tm)(D of this,section

mi

(ST who receive only an optional State supplementary payment based on need..and pale or, a regular
basis equal to the difference between the individuals countable income and the income standard used
to determine eligibility for such sunpiementary.paymem (with countable income being the income remaining after deductions as established by the State pursuant to .standards that may be more restrictive.
thar the standards for supplemental security income benefits under subchapter XVI ..of this .cnapter).. .
which are available ic all' individuals in the State (but which may be based on different income standards bv political subdivision according to COST of living differences], and which are paid by a State thai
does not have an agreement with the Commissioner of Social Security under -.section 128 2e or 13£3c of
this title; [FN3]
"••
- '"•• " ' " • • • • • •
• .•.';-.(XII) who are described in subsection (z)(l) of this section--(relating-to certain TB-inlected individuals);.-.
[FN3]

. . . " " • • • • • • • . "

reTTT) who are in families whose income. :is less than.250 percent .of the income official poverty line (as
defined by the Office of Management -and Budget, .and revised -annually in accordance with-section.
9SQ2i2j of tliis M e f applicable to a family of the size involved, and'who but for earnings in excess of
the limit established under section 1 3 9 6 d W ( B ) oftthis title ;AVOuld:be considered to be receiving supplemental security income (subject, notwithstanding section .1395o of this title, TO payment of premiums
or -other cost-sharing charges (set on a sliding scale based on income) mat nieSiate-Tnay-deiermine}; •

CUV) who are optional targeted low-income children described in section 1395diu) (2) (B) of-this title: .

(XV) w ho, but for earnings in excess of the limit established under section i395d(q) (2).(B) of this title,
would be considered to be receiving supplemental security income, who'is at least. 16rbut less-than--65,years of age, and whose, assets, resources, and earned or unearned income (or .-both) do n o t exceed suclv
. limitations ,{ifany) as the State may -establish; •-•-- ..-..—••'•• •--••-••-•• • ;•'-/•-••• ------ • -•"- -• -:

•'• "•-•••

(XVI) who are employed individuals with a medically •improved disability7 described in section
139od(v)(l) of tliis title and whose assets, resources ..and-earned or unearned income (or both) dc not.
exceed such limitations-(if any) as the State may establish., but oniv if the State provides medical assistance to individuals described in subclause (X\ 7 );
. . . .
(X\HI) who are independent foster care adolescents (as defined in section! 39 6d(w)(l) of this title), or
who are within any reasonable categories of such adolescents specified by the State;

(X^TH) who are described in subsection (aa) (relating to certain breast or cervical cancer patients);

(XIX) who are disabled children described in subsection (cc)(l) of tliis section;
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££X) beginning January 1, 2014, who.are under 65 years of age and are not described in or enrolled un- t
der a previous subclause of this clause, and whose income (as determined under subsection (e) (14)) exceeds 133 percent of the poverty line (as defined in section 1397jj (c)(5) of this title) -applicable to a
family of the size involved but does not exceed the highest income eligibility level established under
the State plan or under a waiver of the plan, subject to subsection (hh);
(XXI) who are described in subsection (ii) (relating to individuals who meet certain income standards);
or
(XXII) who are eligible for home and cornmunity-based services under needs-based criteria established
under paragraph. (1) (A) of section 1396n(i) of this title, or who are eligible .for home.and communitybased services under paragraph (6) of such section, and who will receive home and -cornmuriiry-based
services pursuant to a State plan amendment under such subsection;
(B) that the medical assistance made available to an}' individual described in subparagraph (A)(i) shall not be less in amount, duration, or scope than the medical assistance made available to any othersuch individual, and
(ii) shall not be less in amount, duration, or scope than the medical assistance made available to individuals not described in subparagraph (A);
(C) that if medical assistance is included for any group of individuals described in section 1396d(a) of this
title who are not described in subparagraph (A) or (E), then—
(i) the plan must include a description of (I) the criteria for determining eligibility of individuals in the
group for such medical assistance, (II) the amount, duration, and scope of medical assistance made :available=to mdividuals in the group, and (HI) the single standard to be employed in deterrnining-income anjd
resource eligibility for all such groups, and the methodology to be employed in determining-such eligibil- -•
ity, which shall be no more restrictive than the methodology which would be employed under the supplemental security income program in the case of groups consisting of aged, blind, or disabled .individuals in
a State-in which such program is in effect, and which shall be no more restrictive .foan.thejnethodology..
which would be employed under the appropriate State plan (described in. subparagraph (A)(i)) to which
such .group is most closely categorically related in the case of other groups;
(ii) the plan must make available'medical assistance—
(I) to individuals under the age of 18 who (but for income and resources) would be eligible for medical
assistance as an individual described in subparagraph (A) (i), and

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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139b*

b

(K) to nregnam women, during the course of their pregnancy, who (bur for income- and-resources)
would be eligible- ror medical assistance as an individual described in subparagraph (A;;

(iii) sucli medical assistance mus: include (I) with respeci to-childrer: unaer U: and individuals entitled -to
insrjmtionahservices, ambulatory services, and (11} with respect TO pregnant women, prenatal care and deliver}'services; and
(iv)-if such medical-assistance includes services in institurions for mental diseases-DT in an intermediate
care facility for the mentally retarded (or both)/for ;anv -such .group, it also Tmisi include for all-groups
covered at'leasi the care and services lisied-m,paragr-aphs -ft) through <5j -.and ."(17) of section 139Sd( a)--of •this title or the care and sendees listed in any 7 of the-paragraphs-numbered .(1) through (24j -of such sec:
tion;
••
• •
-;
"
(D) for the inclusion of home health sendees for any mdiviaual who, .under .the 'State plan, is entitled.to.
nursing facility sendees; and

.....

..

CE)(i) for making medical assistance available for medicare cost-sharing (as "defined "in section-139Bdlp-) (3)
of this title) for qualified medicare beneficiaries described ^
•..,... • -.

(ii) for making medical assistance available • for "payment of medicare •cost-sharing-described in section" '
l396d(p)(3)(A)(i) of this title for qualified disabled and., woridmg individuals describe
section I395d(.s}
of this title;
....._..

(iii) for making medical assistance available for medicare' cost .sharing .described -in. .section
l395d\p}(3}(A)(ii) of this title subject to section .139od(p).(41. of ..this, title, for individuals who would be
qualified medicare beneficiaries described in-section 1396d(p)(l) of this title but for -the fact that -their in- come exceeds the income level established by the State under section 1396d(p)(2) of this .title but is less
tharY'lTO percent in 1993 and 1994, and i20:percent'in I995 ; and years tilereafter. of tite ..omcial p o v e m l i r i e " /
(referred to in such section) for a family of the-size involved; and••• _•• _ • - - J - _ ; - ; - - - • • -•'—;

(iv) subiect to sections 1395u-3 and 1396d(p)(4) of this title, for making medical assistance., available (but
only~for premiums payable with respect to mohuisdurmg t h e p e ^
199Svand ^end--- ing with December 2010) for medicare cost-sharing described in section i396d.(pK3)(A)(ii) of this title for
individuals who would be qualified medicare beneficiaries described in.section 139Bd(p)-(l-i of-this title but
for the fact that their income exceeds the income level established by -the State under section 1396d(p) (2j of
this title and is at least 120 percent, but less than 135 percent, of the official poverty line (referred to in .such
section) for z family of the size involved and who are not otherwise eligible for medical assistance under the
State plan;
,
(F) at the option of a State, for maldng medical assistance available for COBRA premiums (as defined in
.subsection (u)(2). of this section) for qualified COBRA continuation beneficiaries described in subsection
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(u)(l) of this section; and
(G) that, in applying eligibility criteria of the supplemental security income program under subchapter XVI
• of this chapter [42 U.S.CA. § 1381 et seq.] for purposes of determining eligibility for medical assistance
under the State plan of an individual who is not receiving supplemental security income, .the State will.disregard the provisions*of subsections '(c) and (e) of section 1382b of this title;
except that '0) the making available of the services described in paragraph (4), (14), or (16) of section
1396d(a) of this title to individuals meeting the age requirements prescribed therein shall not, by reason of
this paragraph-(10), Tequire the making available of any such services, or the making available of such services of the same amount, duration, and scope, to individuals of any other ages, (II) the making available of
supplementary medical insurance benefits under part B of subchapter XVTO.of this chapter to individuals
eligible therefor (either pursuant to an agreement entered into under section 1395v of this title or by reason
of the payment of premiums under such-subchapter by the State agency on behalf of such individuals),-or
provision for meeting part or all of the cost of deductibles, cost sharing, or similar charges under part B of
subchapter XVOI of this chapter far individuals eligible for benefits under such part, shall not, by reason of
this paragraph (10), require the making available of any such benefits, or the making available of services of .
the same amount, duration, and scope, to any other individuals, (HI) the making available of medical assistance equal in amount duration, and scope to the medical assistance made available to Individuals described
in clause (A) to any classification of individuals approved b}' the Secretary with respect to whomthere is
being paid, or who are eligible, or would be eligible if they were not in a medical institution, to have paid
with respect to them, a State supplementary payment shall not, by reason-of this paragraph (10), require the
-^...maldng-available, of any .such assistance, or the making available of such assistance of-the same amount,
% • ' • duration, and scope, to any other individuals not described in clause (A), (IV) the imposition of a deductible, cost sharing, or similar charge for any item or service furnished to an individual not eligible for the exemption under section 1396 o(a) (2) or (b) (2) of this title shall not require the imposition of a deductible, cost
sharing, or similar charge for the same item or service furnished to an individual who is eligible for such exemption, (V) the making available to pregnant women covered under the plan of services relating to pregnancy (including prenatal, delivery, and postpartum services) or to an}' other condition^which may compileate pregnancy shall not, by reason of this paragraph (10), require the making available of such services, or
the making available of such services of the same amount, duration, and scope,-to any other individuals,
provided such sendees are made available (in the same amount, duration, and scope) to all pregnant women
covered under the State plan, (VI) with respect to the making available of medical assistance for hospice
care to terminally ill individuals who have made a voluntary election described in section 1396d(o) of this
title to receive hospice care instead of medical assistance for certain other services, such-assistance may-not
be made available in an amount, duration, or scope less than that provided under subchapter XVIII of this
chapter, and Hie making available of such assistance shall not, by reason of this paragraph (10), require the
making available of medical assistance for hospice care to other individuals or the making available of medical assistance for services waived by such terminally ill individuals, (VII) the medical assistance made
available to an individual-described in subsection (I) (1) (A) of this section who is eligible for medical assistance only because of subparagraph (A)(i)(IV) or (A)(ii)(IX) shall be limited to medical assistance for services related to pregnancy (including prenatal, deliver}', postpartum, and family planning services) and to
other conditions which may complicate pregnancy, (VIII) the medical assistance made'available to a qualified medicare beneficiary described in section 1396d(p)(l) of this UHe who is only entitled to medical as-
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sisianc- because the individual u such £ beneficiary shall be limited 10 medical assistance-tor medicare
cosi-sharine (described in senior, 13Bodip>{31 of This title), subjec; to the .provisions of subsection in) of
this sectimand section 1396a(bi of this title, (IX) the making available of respiratory -are .sendees in .accordance with subsection |e) (9) of this section shall not. by reason of this paragraph (10), require the making available of such sen-ices, or the making, available of such services .of-the same amount, duration, and
scope, to am- individuals not included under subsection (e) (9) (A) of this -section, provided such sendees are
made available (in the same amount, duration.-and scope) to .all individuals described in such subsection,
(X) if the plan provides for any feeQ durational limit, on -medical :assistance for inpatient "hospital services
•(whether or not-such z limit varies .by medical condition or diagnosis), the plan must establish exceptions to
such E limit for medically necessary inpatient hospital services furnished with respect to individuals under
one vear of age-in a hospital defined under the State plan, pursuant-to.-section•I395r-'4i.a)-(l-).(A) -of this title,
as /disproportionate share hospital and subparagraph (B) (relating to comparability) shall not be construed
as requirin'n such an exception for Dther individuals, sendees, or hospitals, .(XI) .the.making available.of .-,.
medical assistance to cover the costs of premiums, deductibles, coinsurance, and other cost-sharing..obligations for certain individuals for private health .coverage as described in .section 1396e of this titie shall not. .
by reason of paragraph (ID), require the making available of any "such "benefits or the making available of '
services of the same amount, duration, and scope of such private coverage to any other individuals, .(XII) the.. ..
medical assistance made available to an individual described in subsection (u) (1) of this section who is' eli- sibie for medical assistance only because of subparagraph (?) shall be limited to medical assistance for CO.BRA continuation premiums (as defined ^subsectionMCZirpf^
;
made available to an individual described in subsection iz) (1) of this- section, who is eligible for medical as-'
sistance only because of subparagraph (A) (ii) (JfH) shall.be limited TC medical -assistance for TB-related services (described in subsection (z) (2) of this section), {XIV) the medi cal assistance made, available -to .an. indi- .
vidua! described in subsection (aa) who is eligible-for medical assistance only because of subparagraph
(A) (101 (ii) (XVHIj shall be limited to medical assistance provided during the period in which such -an individual reouires treatment for breast or cen'ical cancer JFN6] prV) me medical assistance made available to
an individual described in subparagraph (A)'(i)f^) "shali-'be.limited:iomedical .assistance described in sub- .
section (k)(l), and -(XVI) [FN7] me medical assistance made .available to an individual described in subsectitffi (ii) shall be limited to family planning sendees and supplies described in section 1395d(a) (4) (C) of this
title including medical diagnosis and Treatment services mat are provided pursuant to a family planning ser- vice in B family planning setting, and -(XVI) :-[FN7] if an individual is described-in subclause (DQ of sub- ;•-.
— paragraph (A)(i) andis also-described-in-subclause (\T2) of that subparagraph, memedieal.assistance shall
be made available to the individual through subclause (IX) instead of through subclause (Vm);
"' ' (11) (A)"pro\'ide for entering'into cooperative arrangements with the Staie-agencies-resp0nsibie for administering or supervising the administration of health sendees and vocational rehabilitation sen-ices in the State
looking toward maximum utilization of such sen'ices in the provision of medical assistance under the plan,
(3) provide, to the extent prescribed by the Secretary, for entering into agreements, with any agency, institution! or organization receiving payments under (or through an allotment under) subchapter V of this chapter,
(i) providing for utilizing such agency, institution, or organization in furnishing care and sennces which are
available under such subchapter or allotment and which are included in the State plan approved under this sec-.
tion [FNB] (ii)-making such provision as may be appropriate for reimbursing such agency, institution, or organization for the cost of any such care and sendees furnished any individual for which payment would otherwise be made to the State with'respect to the individual under section 1396b of this title, and (iii) providing
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for coordination of information and education on pediatric vaccinations and delivery of immunization services, and (C) provide for coordination of the operations under this subchapter, including the provision of information and education on pediatric vaccinations and the delivery of immunization services, with The .State's
operations under the special supplemental nutrition program for women, infants, and-children under .section
1786 of this title;
(12) provide that, in determining whether an individual is blind, there shall be an examination b}' a physician
skilled in the diseases of the eye or by an optometrist, whichever the individual ma)' select;
(13) provide-

*

.

(A) for a public process for determination of rates of pa3*ment under the plan for hospital services, nursing
facility services, and services of intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded under which—
(i) proposed rates, the methodologies underlying the establishment of such rates, and justifications for the
proposed rates are published,
(ii) providers, beneficiaries and their representatives, and other concerned State residents -are given a reasonable opportunity for review and comment on the proposed rates, methodologies, and justifications,
L-

. _, (HI) final rates, t h ^
final rates are published, and

(iv) in the case of hospitals, such rates take into account (in a manner consistent with section 1923) the
_....:..:..-..„..„ ...__.-_- - -situation of hospitals which serve-a disproportionate number of low-income patients with special needs;
~- -

3 ) for payment for-hospice care in_amounts no lower than the amounts,-using the same methodology,rused-under part A-of subchapter XVIIL of this chapter.and for payment of amounts under section 1395d(o) (3) of
• this title; except that in the case of hospice care which is furnished to an individual who is a resident of a
nursing facility or intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded, and who would be eligible under the
plan for nursing facility services or sendees in .an intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded if he
had not elected to receive hospice care, there shall be paid an additional amount, to take into account the"
room and board furnished by the facility, equal to at least 95 percent of the rate that would have been paid
by the State under the plan for facility services in that facility for that individual; and
(C) payment for primary care services (as defined in subsection (Jj)) furnished in 2013 and 2014 by a physician with a primary specialty designation of family medicine, general internal medicine, or pediatric medicine at a rate not less than 100 percent of the payment rate that applies to such services and physician under
part B of subchapter XVIII of this chapter (or, if greater, the .payment rate that would be applicable under
such part if the conversion factor under section 1395w-4(d) of this title for the year.involved were the con-
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version factor under such section ior 2009);

...

...

:

......

U

..

(14) provide thai enrollment lees, premiums., .or similar charges, and deductions, cosi sharing, .or similar
cnarges, may be- imposed oniy as provided in section 1396 c;.of this title;
(15) provide for payment for services described in claus^B) or-(C) of section 1396d{a).(2) of Ibis title under. • ,
tiie pian in accordance with subsection (bb) of M s section-; .
(IB) provide for inclusion, to the extent required .by-regulations prescribed by the Secreta^, .of provisions
(conforming to such regulations) with respect to ihe-furnishing-of medical assistance-under the plan to inai- .
vi duals who are. residents of tiie State but are absent therefrom;
-..,...-...
(17) except as provided in subsections (DO), (m)[3J,-and '-fan) (4) of this section, include reasonable standards .
(which shall be comparable for all groups and may, -in accordance with standards prescribed by the Secretary,
differ with respect ID income levels, bur only in the case -of -applicants or "recipients -of-assistance under the .
pian who are not receiving aid a: assistance under any plan of the State, approved under sub chapter 1,\X, XTv\
or XVI, or pan A o: subchapter IV of this chapter, -and with respect to whom supplemental .security income
benefits are not being paid under subchapter > ^ n f & i s chapter,, based on the variations •hetween-sheltsr .costs •
in urban areas and in rural areas) for detenriining-eligibility f or/and me extent of -medical -assistance •under the
pian which (A) are consistem with the objectives of this subchapter, (3) :provioe for taking into account only
such income and resources as are, as determined in accordance with standards prescribed by the Secretary,• .,
available to the applicant or recipient and (in me case of any applicant-or recipient who would. ;exceprf or w
come and resources, be eligible for aid or assistance in the form of money payments under-any plan of the
•Srate approved under subchapter I, X, X3V, or XVI,-or pan A:of-subchapter I W o r t o have-paid-with respect to
him supplemental security income benefits under subchapter XVI of this chapter) as would not "be disregarded , ;
(or set aside for future needs) in determining his eligibility for such aid, assistance., or benefits, (C) provide for
reasonable evaluation of any such income or resources, and "(D) do not take into account me financial respons- "
ibility of any individual for any applicant or recipient of assistancennder the -pian unless such-applicant .or recipient is such individual's spouse or such individual's child who is under age-21 or (with respect to'.States"eligible to participate m the State program established under subchapter XVLof this chapter)/is blind or p e n n a n t
entry and totally disabled, or is blind or disabled as defined in section 1382c of tills title (withrespecrto States
which are not eligible to participate, in such program);-.and provide for flexibility in the application of such
standards with respect to income by talcing into account, except to the extent prescribed by -the Secretary, the
costs (whether in the form of insurance premiums, payments made to the State under section 1396b (f) (2) (B) of
this title, or otherwise and regardless of whether such CDSts.are reimbursed under another public program of
the State or political subdivision thereof) incurred for medical care or TOT any other type of remedial care recognized under State law;

(IS) comply with'the provisions of section 1396p of this title with respect to liens, adjustments and recoveries
of medical assistance correctly paid,, -[FN9] transfers of assets, and treatment of certain trusts;

(19) provide such safeguards as may be necessary to assure thai eligibility for care and services under the plan
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will be determined, and such care and services will be provided, in a manner consistent with simplicity .-of- administration and the best interests of the recipients;
(20) if the State plan includes medical assistance in behalf of individuals 65 years of age. or older who are patients in institutions for mental diseases(A) provide for having in effect such agreements or other arrangements with State authorities concerned
. with-mentaljdiseases, and, where appropriate, with such institutions, as may be necessary. foT carrying out
the State plan, including arrangements for joint planning and for development of alternate methods of care,
arrangements providing assurance of immediate readmittance to institutions where needed for individuals
under alternate plans of care, and arrangements providing for access to patients and facilities, for furnishing
information, and for making reports;
(B) provide for an individual plan for each such patient to assure that the institutional care;provided to him
is in his best interests, including, to that end, assurances that there will beinitial and periodic review, of his
medical and other needs,-that he will be given appropriate medical treatment within theinstiration/and. that
there will be a periodic determination of his need for continued treatment in the institution; and
(C) provide for the development of alternate plans of care, making maximum utilization of available resources, for recipients 65 years of age or older who would otherwise need care in such .institntions, includ- .
ing appropriate medical treatment and other aid or assistance; for services referred to in section 30.3 (a) (4)
(A)(i) and (ii)-or...secticmJ3S3 (a)(4)'(A) (i) and (ii) of this title which are appropriate for such recipients, and
far such patients; and for methods of administration necessary to assure that the responsibilities of the State
agenc}' under the State plan with respect to such recipients and such patients will be effectively carried out;

•••-

(Zl) if the State plan includes medical assistance in behalf of individuals 65 years of age or older who are patients in public institutions for mental diseases, show that the State is making satisfactory progress toward developing and Implementing a comprehensive mental health program, including provision for utilization of
~ community"mental; health centers, nursing facilities, and other alternatives to care in public institutions for
mental diseases;
(22) include descriptions of (A) the kinds and numbers of professional medical personnel and supporting staff
that will be used "in the administration of the plan and of the responsibilities they will have, (B) the standards,
for private or public institutions in which recipients of medical assistance under the plan ma}' receive care or
services, that will be utilized by the State authority or authorities responsible for establishing and maintaining
such standards, (C) the cooperative arrangements with State health agencies and State vocational rehabilitation
agencies entered into with a view to maximum utilization of and coordination of Hie provision of medical assistance with the sendees administered or supervised by such agencies, and (D) other standards and methods
that the State .will use to assure that medical or remedial care and sendees provided to recipients of medical
assistance are of high quality;
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(23) provide thai (A) anv individual eligible for medical assistance (including drugs) may obtain sucii assisiance'irom any institution, agency, community pharmacy, or person, qualified ID perform tne service o: set:
vices required .(including an organization which..provides.such services, or arranges for their availability, on a
prepayment basis), whc^undertakes ID provide-him such services.and (B) an enrollment of -an individual .ehaibie for medical assistance in a primary care cas^managemem system (Described'in section 1396n(bTir: of '
this title), a medicaid managed care organization, or a similar entity shall not restrici the choice oftiie qualified person from wham the individual may receive services under s e c t a iMGd(aV(4) (C) of this title, except
as provided in subsection (g) of tils section arid in .section 1396n of this title, excepi thai this -paragraph-shall •
not appiv in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin islands, and Guam, and except thai nothing in this paragraph
shall be construed as requiring a State to provide medical assistance for such services furnished by a person or
entity convicted of a felony under Federal -or State - t o ' for-an offense .which the State agency determines i s i i v ;
consistent with the best interests of beneficiaries under Hie State plan or by a provider or supplier tc which a '
moratorium under subsection (ii)(4) is applied during the period df such moratorium; .. ...
"' ; . .

(24) effective July 1,1969, urovide for consultative services b y health agen'ciesiand otiier-appropriate agencies •
of the State to hospitals, nursing facilities, home health agencies, clinics, laboratories, -and such other instrtu-"'
tions as the Secretary may specify in order to assist .them (4) to •qualm/ for pa3miems under this chapter, [B) to
establish and maintain such fiscal records as may be necessary for the proper and efficient administration, of. :
this chapter, and (C) to provide information needed to-detennine pa^nnents due under this c h a p t e r s account ;
of care and sendees furnished to individuals;

(25) provide—
(A) that the State or local agency administering such plan will take all reasonable measures to ascertain the
legal habiiity of third parties (including healtli insurers, self-insured plans, group health plans (as defined .-in
section 1167(1) of Title 29), service benefit plans', managed care'organizations, pharmacy'benefit managers',
or otiier parties that are, by statute, contract, or agreement, legally responsible for payment of a claim for a
health care item or sendee) tc pay for care and se^ices available under
•' " '• "•

• (i) the collection of sufficient information -(asspecified by the Secretary in regulations) .-to-enable the State
to pursue claims against such third parties, with such information being collected at the time -of any determination or redetermination of eligibility for medical assistance, and
(ii) the submission to the Secretary of a plan (subject to approval by the Secretary) far pursuing claims
against such third parties, which plan shall be integrated with, and be monitored as a pan of the Secret-aty's review of the State's mechanized claims processing and information retrieval .-systems required under section 1395b(r) of this title;
(B) that in any case where such a legal liability is found to exist after medical'assistance has been made
available on behalf of the individual and where the'amount of reimbursement the State car,.reasonably expect to recover exceeds the costs of such recovery, the State or local agency will seek reimbursement for
such assistance to die extent of such legal liability;
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(C) that in the case of an individual who is entitled to medical assistance under the State plan with respect to
a service for which a third party is liable for payment, the person furnishing the service"may not seek to collectfrom.the individual (or anyfinanciallyresponsible relative or representative of that individual} payment
of an amount for that sendee (i) if the total of the amount of the liabilities of third .parties for that sendee is
at least equal to the amount payable for that sendee under the plan (disregarding section 1396.0-of this title),
' or (ii) in an amount which exceeds the lesser of (I) the amount which may be collected :under section 1396o
of this title, or pi) the amount by which the amount payable for that service under the plan (disregarding
section 1396o of this title), exceeds the total of the amount of the liabilities of third parties for that sendee;
(D) that a person who furnishes services and is participating under the plan may not refuse to furnish services to an individual (who is entitled to have payment made under the plan for the sendees the person furnishes) .because of a third party's potential liability for payment for the sendee;
(E) thatin the case of prenatal or preventive pediatric care (including early and periodic^creening .and dia- .
gnosis sendees under section 1396d(a) (4) (B) of this title) covered under the State plan, the.State shall(i) make payment for such sendee in accordance with the usual payment .schedule under such plan for
-such services without regard to the liability of a third party for payment for such.services;>and
(ii) seek reimbursement £rom such third party in accordance with subparagraph (B);.
(F) that in the case of an}' services covered under' such plan which are provided to an individual on whose
behalf child support enforcement is being carried out by the* State agency under part D of subchapter IV- of
this chapter, the State shall— '
•(i) make payment for such sendee in accordance with the usual payment schedule under such plan for
such services without regard to any third-party liability for payment for such services, if such third-party
liability is derived (through insurance or otherwise) from the parent whos_e obligation to pay support is being enforced-by.such.agencyr.if.payment has not been made by such mird_party within 30 day's after such
sendees are furnished; and
(ii) seek reimbursementfrom-suchthird party in.accordance with subparagraph.(B).;...(G-) that the State prohibits any health insurer (including a group health plan, as defined in section 607(1) of
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, a self-insured plan, a sendee benefit plan, a managed care organization, a pharmacy benefit manager, or other party that is, by statute, contract, or agreement, legally responsible for pa}nnent of a claim for a health care item or sendee), in enrolling an individual
or in making any payments for benefits to the individual or on the individual's behalf, from taking into account that-the individual is eligible for or is provided medical assistance under a plan under this title for.
such State, or any other State;
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.(H) thai to the extern to' payment has oeeirmadi- under.the "State plani-or medical assistance in any casewhere t third panv has a legal liability ID make payment 'lor such assistance, the .Start has in effect laws ui> "
der which, re the extern tiiat paymem has been made under the" State plan for medical assistance for' health
care items or services furnished tc an individual, the State is considered TO have acquired the rights of.-such
individual to payment by any other party for such health care items or services; and
(I) thai me State shall provide assurances satisfactory'to the 'Secretary tiiaTme.'Siate has hy-effect-laws requiring health insurers,'in eluding self-insured plans, .group health plans (as defined in section 607.(1.) of the.'.
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1S74). service.benefii plans, managed care organizations,
pharmacy benefii managers, or other-parties that are/by statute, contract, or agreement legally responsible
for payment of a claim for a health care item or service, as a condition of doing business in .Hie State, t o - ;
(i) provide, with respect to individuals who are.eligible (and, at State option, individuals 'who -apply -or
whose eligibility for medical assistance is being evaluated in accordance with subsection (e) (13).(D) of
tills section) lor, or are provided, medical assistance-under--the.State plan-under this.-subchapter .(and, at
State option, child health assistance under subchapter'-'XXI- of.'Hiis-chapter), upon the request-of the State,
information to determine during what period the individual^or-theirspouses'••or their dependents may be(or may have been) covered by a-health insurer ; a n d ' ^ ^ ^
the health insurer (including the name, address rand-identrj^rag ^^
a maimer prescribed by the Secreta*y; •
(ii) accept the. State's right of recover)' and the assignment to the State .'of-any right of an individual' or other entity to payment from the part)' for arj item or service for which payment lias beer, made under the
State plan; .
.
.
(iii) respond to any inquiry by the State regarding-a-claim ;f or payment for any -health .care item or .service .
that is submitted not later-than 3 years after the • date of the provision of such.health care item.or service;
and

...

...

._... ..

. . . . . . . . . . .

(iy) agree not to deny a claim submitted by the State"solely"on tie'Basis bf^me'¥aie'bfsiibmiss36h'bf*tli£''
claim, the type or format of the claim form, or a failure to present proper documentation at the pointof-sale that is the basis of the claim, if—
(I) the claim is submitted by the State -within.-, the 3-year period beginning-on the. date on which the item
or service was furnished; and
'
(II) any action by the State to enforce its rights with respect to such claim is commenced within 6 years
' of the State's submission of such claim;
(26) if die State plan includes medical assistance for inpatient mental hospital services, provide, with respect
to each patient receiving such services, for s regular program of medical review (including medical evaiu-
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...ation) .of his need for suckservices, and for a written plan of care;
(27) provide for agreements with every person or institution providing services under the State plan under
which such person or institution agrees (A) to keep such records as are necessary fully to disclose the extent of
the services provided to individuals receiving assistance under the State plan, and (B) to furnish the State
agency or the Secretary with such information, regarding any payments claimed by such person or institution
for providing services under the State plan, as the State agency or the Secretary may from time to time request;
• (28) provide-

'

(A.) that any nursing facility receiving payments under such plan must satisfy all the requirements of subsections (b) through (d) of section 1396r of this title as they apply to such -facilities;
(B) for including in "nursing facility services" at least the items and services specified (or deemed to he specified) by the Secretary under section 1396r(f)(7) of this title and making available upon request a description of the items and services so included;
(C) for procedures to make available to the public the data and methodology used in establishing payment
rates for nursing-facilities under this subchapter; and
(D) for compliance (b}r the date specified in the respective sections) with the requirements of—
(i) section 1396r(e) of this title;
(2) section 1396r(g) of this title (relating to responsibility for survey and certification of nursing facilities); and
..... .'.~r~~~
(iii) sections 1396r(h) (2) (B) and 1396r(h)(2)(D) of this title (relating to establishment and application of
remedies);
(29) include a State program which meets the requirements set forth in section 1396g of this title, for the licensing of administrators of nursing homes;
(30) (A) provide such methods and procedures relating to the utilization of, and the payment for, care and services available under the plan (including but not limited to utilization review plans as provided for in section
1396b(i)(4) of this title) as may be necessary to safeguard against unnecessary utilization of such care and services and to assure that pa3'ments are consistent with efficiency, economy, and quality of care and are sufficient to enlist enough providers so that care and services are available under the plan at least to the extent that
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such cart and services are available to the genera) population in the geographic area; and
(BJ provide, under the program described in subparagraph -(A), thaiJi) each admission to t hospital, intermediate care facility tor the meatfly retarded, or hospital for mental
diseases is reviewed or screened in accordance with .criteria established -by medical,and..otoer..professional
personnel who are not themselves directly responsible for the care-of line patient involved, and who do not
have a significant financial interest in any such institution and are not, except in the case of a hospital, en> ployed by the institution providing the. care involved,-arid(ii) the information developed from such review.or'screening, along Wiethe data obtained .from..prior re- .
views of the necessity for admission and continued .stay of patients by such professional personnel, .shall be
used as the basis for "establishing the size and composition of the. sample of admissions to be subject to re-; .
view and evaluation bv such personnel, and .any,such sample.may be of any size up to I OB percent of all ad-"...
missions and must be of sufficient size to -serve the purpose of (I) identifying the patterns of care being
provided and the changes occurring over rime in .such patterns so.tbai the need for modification may, be .ascertained, and (II) subjecting admissions to -early or. more extensive review, where information-indicates .that
such consideration is.warranted to a ho^iT^/taeimediate-c^e>cmn;fe the inehtaBy.retarded; or-'hospital
for mental diseases';
(21) with respect to sendees in an intermediate c a ^
State plan'in- •-••'
eludes medical assistance for such services) provide, with respect to each'patient receiving such services, for a
written Dlan of care, prior to admission to or au^orization of benefits-in such facility,, on accordance with reg- .
uiations of the Secretary, and for a regular program-of Independent professional review (including medical
evaluation) which shall periodically review .his.needior.suai sendees;. • . . . . - / •
. . . • .:.:- ; :.
... •(32) provide that no payment under die plan for any care or service provided to an individual shall be made to
- anyone-other than such .individual or die person or instoticm:prDviding suchi care or sendee, under an assign-,
ment orpqwerof.attpme^^

-.-: ._..•.•..-. •.... '.'.'•

-••."

-

(AJ in the case of any care or service provided by- a physician, dentist, or other .individual practitioner, such .
payment may be rnade-(i) to the employer of such -physician, dentist, or other practitioner if such physician,;.
dentist, or practitioner is required as a condition of his employment to turn over his fee for such.-care or service to Ms employer, or (ii) (where the care or sendee was provided in a hospital, clinic,-or other facilityj,m
tlie facility in which the care or sendee was provided if there is a contractual arrangement between such
physician, dentist, or practitioner and such facility under.which such facility submits the bill far such care or
service;
•
(B) nothing in this paragraph shall be construed (i) to prevent the malting of such a p a r e n t in'accordance
with an assignment from the person or institution providing the care or service involved if such assignment
is made to a• erovernmental agency or entity or is established by or pursuant to die order of a court of com-
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petent jurisdiction, or (ii) to preclude an agent of such person or institution from receiving an} r such pa}'m e n t if (but only if} such agent does so pursuant to an agency agreement under which the compensation to
be p a i d tD the. agent for his sendees for or in connection with the billing or-collection of payments .-due such - •
person a r institution under the plan is unrelated (directly or indirectly) to the amount .of such payments or —•- •
the billings therefor, and is not dependent upon the actual collection of any such payment;
(C) in t h e case of services furnished .(during a period that does n o t exceed 14 continuous days in the case of
an informal reciprocal arrangement or 90 continuous days (or such longer period as the Secretary may
•provide) in t h e case of a n arrangement involving per diem or other fee-far-time compensation) by, or incident to the s e n d e e s of, one physician to the patients of another physician w h o submits the claim for such ser- '
vices, payment shall be m a d e to the physician submitting the claim (as if the sendees were furnished by, or
incident to, t h e physician's services), but only if the claim identifies (in a manner specified by the Secretary)
the physician w h o furnished the sendees; and
.•..•.•-.-•:--_: ,.-•:.-(D) in t h e case of payment for a childhood vaccine administered before October 1, 1994, to individuals' entitled to medical assistance under the State plan, the State plan m a y make payment directly.to .the manufacturer of t h e vaccine under a voluntary replacement program agreed to by the State pursuant to which the .
manufacturer (i) supplies doses of the vaccine to providers adininistering the vaccine, (ii) periodically replaces the. '.supply of the vaccine, and (iii) charges the State the manufacturer's price to t h e Centers-for Disease Control a n d Prevention for the vaccine so administered (which price includes a reasonable amount to '
cover shipping and the handling of returns);

(33) p r o v i d e -

.

.

(A) that the State health agency, or other appropriate State medical agency, shall be responsible for establishing a plan, consistent with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, far the review by appropriate professional health "personnel of the appropriateness and quality of care and sendees furnished to recipients of
medical assistance under the plan in order to provide guidance with respect thereto in the administration of
;CJl"ttepta^
® a n i 'where -applicable, to .'
-... - ...the.State agiancy described in the second sentence of this subsection; and
(B) that, except as provided in section 1396r(g) of this title, t h e State or local agency utilized by the Secret.-ary-for the purpose specified in the first sentence of section 1325aa(a) of this title, or,-if-such agency is not .-. -..i... the State agenc}' which is responsible for licensing health institutions, the State agency responsible for such
.. licensing, will perform for the State agency administering or supervising the administration of the plan ap' proved under this subchapter the function of determining whether institutions and agencies meet the requirements for participation hi the program under such plan, except that, if the Secretary has cause to question
the adequacy of such determinations, the Secretary is authorized to validate State determinations and, on
that basis, make independent and binding determinations concerning the extent to which individual institutions and agencies meet the requirements for participation;

(34) provide that in t l i e c a s e of any individual v/ho has been determined to be eligible for medical assistance
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under the plan, such assistance will be made available.ID him for care-and services included .under the plan, and
furnished hi o: after the third month before the month in-which he made application (or appl'ication was made
on his behalf in the case of a deceased individual; for-such .assisiance if such individual was (or-upon application would have been) eligible for such assisiance ai the time such care.and services were furnished;
(35) provide that any disclosing entity (as defined in section rj2Ga-"3(a)(2) of' .this title) receiving payments
under such plan complies -with the. requirements of section 1320c-3 of this"title;
"(36) provide that within 90 days following the completion of •.each .survey of any-health care -facility /laboratory, agency, clinic, or organization, by the appropriate State agency described in paragraph (9), such agency
shall (in accordance with regulations of the Secretary) make public in readily, available.form and place tiie..per-,.
tinen: findings of each such survey relating to the compliance of each such health care facility, laboratory,
clinic,..agency, or organization with (A) the statutory conditions of 'participation imposed -under this
subchapter, and (Bj the major additional conditions which the Secretary finds necessary, in..the interest of
•health and safety of individuals who are furnished care or -sendees b}/ any such facility, .laboratory, .-cHiiic,
agency, or organization;
.-'.•• ... ;
(37) provide for claims pa3^nem procedures which. (A) ensure • trial; 90 -per centum of claims for payment (for
which no further written information or substantiation is required in order to make payment) made for services
covered under the plan and furnished by health'care practitioners through individual or group "practices or
through shared health facilities are paid within '3d-days of the-.date of receipt of such claims and that 99 per
centum of such claims are paid within 90 days of ..the date of receipt of such claims, and (B) provide for procedures of prepa3Tnen: and postpa3Tmeni claims review, including review, of appropriate, data with respect "to
the recipient and provider of a sendee and the nature of .the service for y/nich payment is claimed, to ensure
the. proper and efficient payment of claims and management of the program;
(3K) require dial an entity (other titan an individual practitioner or a group of practitioners) that'furnishes, or
.... arranges for die furnishing of, items or sendees under the plan, shall supply (within such period as may'be
specified in regulations by die Secretary^ or by "the single State agency \vhich--adminisrers--or supervises tlie ao-'
"ininistradon of the plan) upon request specifically--addressed tD .sudf-entity :b37: die'5 ecre^^
agency, die information described in section 1320a-7.(b) (9) of this title; .
(39) provide that the* State agency shall exclude any specified individual or entity from participation in die
program under die State plan for die period specified by die Secretary, when required by him to do so pursuant
to section l320a-7 or section 1320a-7a of tiiis'titie, and provide that no payment .may be made under die plan," '
with respect to any item or service furnished by such individual or entity during .such period;
(40) require each health services facility or organization which receives payments under die plan and of a type
for which a uniform reporting system has been established under section 1320a (a) of this tide to make reports
to the Secretary of information described in such section in accordance witis die uniform, reporting system
(established under such section) for tiiat type of facility or organization;
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(41) provide that whenever a.provider of services or any other person is terminated, suspended, or otherwise
sanctioned or prohibited from participating under the State plan, tiie State agency .shall promptly -notify .the
Secretary and, in the case of a physician and notwithstanding paragraph (-7), the State medical licensing board
of such action;
(42) provide that(A) the records .of any entity participating in the plan and providing services reimbursable on a cost-related.
basis will be audited as the Secretary7 determines to "be necessary to insure that proper payments are made
under the plan; and
(B) not later than December 31, 2010,.the State shall(i) establish a program under which the State contracts (consistent with State law .and in-the same maimer
as the Secretary enters into contracts with recovery audit contractors under section 1395.ddd(h) of. this
title, subject to such exceptions or requirements as the Secretary may require for purposes of this
*.. .subchapter or .a particular State) with 1 or more recovery audit contractors for the purpose of identifying
•underpayments and overpa}'ments and recouping overpayments under the State plan.and under any waiver
of the State plan with respect to all services for which payment is made to any entity under such plan-or
waiver; and
(ii) provide assurances satisfactory to the Secretary that— •
00 under such contracts, payment shall be made to such a contractor onlyfromamounts recovered;
-- (EE)lrom such amounts recoveredrpajinent—
• (aa) shall be made on a contingent basis for coHectingoverpa3'ments; and...

...

..... _

(bb) may be made in such amounts as the State may specify for identifying underpayments;
(TTT) the State has an adequate process for entities to appeal any adverse determination-made by such
contractors; and
(IV) such program is carried out in accordance with such requirements as the Secretary shall specify,
including(aa) for purposes of section 1396b(a).(7) of this title, that amounts expended by the State to carry out
the program shall be considered amounts expended as necessary for the proper and efficient adminis-
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rratior: of tilt State plan or a waiver of the pian;
'(bb) thai section 1396b[d) of this title snail apply w-amount recovered under the program; and
(cc) thai tlie State and an\: such conxractors under contract with the State shall coordinate, such recov. ery audii efforts with other contractors or entities performing audits -of-entities receiving payments
under the State plan or waiver in fee Staie, including efforts with 'Federal and'Stare law enforcement
with respect to the Department of justice, including the Federal Bureau of investigations, the inspector General .of the Departmeni of-Health and Human Services, .and -the State medicaid fraud control
unit; and
•/.•••.-.:
•'-•—.. . •

(43) provide for(A) informing all persons .in. the State who .are-under ..the age -of-21 and who have been determined-to' be. eligible for medical assistance including sendees described in section 1396d (a)(4)(B) of fhis title, -ofUie avail--•
•ability of early and periodic screening, diagnostic, and treatment semces as described in section -139Sdirj of
this title and the need for age-appropriate immunizations against vaccine-preventable diseases,

(B) providing or arranging for the provision of .such screening sendees in aU oases where" they "are reouested,

(C) arranging for (directly or througi: referral, to appropriate agencies, organizations,-or individuals) corrective treatment the need for which is disclosed by such child health screening services, and

(D) reporting to the Secretary (in a uniform form and manner established by the Secretary, by age group 'and'
by basis of eligibility for medical assistance, and by not later than April 1 after-the end of each 'fiscal'year,
beginning with fiscal year 1990) the following information relating to early and periodic screening, diagnostic, and treatment sendees provided under..the plan during each fiscal/year.:- •
...... ...
(i) the.number of children provided child health screening .services, • . 'i .
(ii) the number of children referred for corrective treatment (the need fox which is disclosed by such child
health screening services),
,
•.

(ill) the number of children receiving dental services, .and other .information .relating tc the provision of
dental services to such children described in section 1397hh(e) of this title, and

(rv) the State's results in' attaining the participation goals set for the State under section 1396d(r) of tills >
•
title;
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(44) in each case for which payment for inpatient hospital services, services in an intermediate, care facility.for
the mentally retarded, or inpatient mental hospital services is made under the .State plan(A.) a physician (or, in the case of skilled nursing facility services or intermediate care .facility services, a
plrysician, or a nurse practitioner or clinical nurse specialist who is not an employee of the.facility but is
working in collaboration with a physician) certifies at the time of admission, or, if'later, the time the individual applies for medical assistance under the State plan (and a.physician,.a:physician assistant underline.
.
supervision of a physician, or, in the case of skilled nursing facility services or intermediate care facility
sendees, a physician, or a nurse practitioner or clinical nurse specialist who is not an employee of the facility but is working in collaboration with, a physician, recertifies, where such.sendees are furnished over.a
...
period of time, in such cases, at least as often as required under section 139Sb(g){6) of this title (or, in the.
case of services that are services provided in an intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded, every
year), and accompanied by such supporting material, appropriate to the case involved, as may be provided—- - - in* regulations of the Secretary), that such sendees are or were required to be given on an inpatient basis be- .
cause the individual needs or needed suchT sendees, and
-...;-- -.-.-.
(B) such services were furnished under a plan established and periodically reviewed and evaluated by-a,
physician, or, in the case of skilled nursing facility sendees or intermediate care facility services, a physician,- or a nurse practitioner or clinical nurse specialist who is not an employee of the facility but is working
in collaboration with a physician;
(45) provide for mandatory assignment of rights of payment for medical support and other medical care owed
to recipients, in accordance; with section 1396k of this title;
——
(46) (A) provide that information is requested .and exchanged for purposes of income .and eligibility verification in accordance with a State system which meets the requirements of section 132Db-7 of this title; and
(B) provide, wifhTespect to an individual declaring to be a citizen or national of the United States for purposes
of establishing eligibility under this subchapter, that the state shall satisfy 1he requirements of(i) section 1396b(x) of this title; or
(ii) subsection (ee);
(47). at the option of the State, provide for making ambulatory prenatal care available to pregnant women during a presumptive eligibility period in accordance with section 1396r-l of this title and provide for making
medical assistance for items and sendees described in subsection(a) of section 1396r-la of this title available
to children during a presumptive eligibility period in accordance with such section and provide for malting
medical assistance available to individuals described in subsection (a) of section 1396r-l b of this title during a
presumptive eligibility period in accordance with such section;
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(48) provide- a method of making.-aids evidencing eligibility io: medical assistance available TO. an eligible individual who does noi reside in a permanent dwelling, or does not have- a fixed home- .or mailing address;

(4.9) provide thai the- State will provide information and access TO certain information respecting .sanctions
taken againsi health care practitioners and providers'by'State.licensing authorities in accordance with section
1S9DI-2 of tiiis
tide;
••..-..-.....;;.
(50) provide, in accordance with subsection (q) of "this section, for a montiily personal needs allowance for
certain institutionalized individuals and couples;
(51) meet the requirements of section 1396r-5 of this title .(relating to protection of cornmuniry spouses);

(52) meet the requirements, of section 1396r-5 of this title (relating TO extension of eligibility for medical.assistance);
••..•'• •.:•..;..-:.•-..v :.>-.••.•;:... ..
••••'-...... v. •'.'•..:•-•.:.:: •'••':.'..'{_ ::';••"':'\

(53) provide-

:. \ .

.....

.;.

, - . •...'•.. .,*'•.".

(A) for notifying in .a timely manner all individuals in the State who are determined to "be eligible'for medical assistance and who are Dresman: women, 'breastfeeding or postpartum women (as defined in section 1785
of this title), or children below the age of 5, of me:availability of benefits furnished by the special supplemental nutrition program under such section, and
(B) for referring any such individual to the State agency: responsible for administering such .program;

(54) in the case of a State plan that prmades medical -assistance for covered outpatient drugs (as defined in
section 139.6i-B(k) of this title), comply with the applicable requirements of section 1396T-8 of this title;

(55) provide for receipt and initia] processing of applications of indivibuais for medical assistance under subsection (a) (10) (A) (i) (IV), (a) (10) (A) (i) (VI). (a) (10) (A) (i) [\U1), or (a) (10) (A) (ii) (IX) of this section-(A) at locations which are other than those used for the receipt and processing of applications for aid under
part A of subchapter IV of tins chapter .and Which include facilities, defined as disproportionate share-hospitals under section 139or~4(a) (1)(A) of this title and Federally-qualified "health centers described in section
I395d (1) (2) (B) [FN 10] of this title, and

(B) using applications which are other than those used for .applications for aid under such part;

•

(56) provide, in accordance with subsection (s) of this section, for adjusted payments for certain inpatient hospital services;
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(57) provide that each hospital, nursing facility, provider of home health care or personal care services, hospice program, or medicaid managed care organization (as defined in section 1396b(m)(l)(A) of .this title) receiving funds under-the plan shall comply with the requirements of subsection (w) of this section;
(58) -provide that the State, acting through a State agency, association, or other private nonprofit entity, develop a written description of the law of the State (whether statutory or as recognized by the courts of the State) •
concerning advance directives that would be distributed b}' providers or organizations under the-requirements
of subsection (w) of this section;
(59) maintain a list (updated not less often than monthly, and containing each physician's unique identifier
provided under the system established under subsection (x) of this section) of all physicians who are certified
to participate under the State plan;
.„-_;: • ~ .••--(60) provide that the State agency shall provide assurances satisfactory to the .Secretary that the State has in
effect the laws relating to medical child support required under section 1396g-l. of this title;
(61) provide that the State must demonstrate that it operates a medicaid fraud and abuse control unit described
in section 1396b (q) of this title that effectively carries out the functions and requirements described in such
section, as determined in accordance with standards established by the Secretary, unless the State demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the effective operation of such a unit in the State would not be
cost-effective because minimal fraud exists in connection with the provision of covered services to eligible individuals under the State plan, and that beneficiaries under the plan will be protected fronvabuse and neglect
in connection with the provision of medical assistance under the plan without the existence of such a unit;
(62) provide for a program for the distribution of pediatric vaccines to program-registered providers for the
immunization of vaccine-eligible children in accordance with section 1396s of this title;
-.
(63)provide.for administration and determinations of eligibility with respect to individuals who are (or seek to.
be) eligiblefor medical- assistance based on the application of section 1398u-l of this title;
(64) provide,.not later than 1 year-after August. 5, 1997, a mechanism to receive reports from beneficiaries and
others and compile data concerning alleged instances of waste, fraud, and abuse relating to-the-operation of
this "subchapter;
(65) provide that the State shall issue provider numbers for all suppliers of medical assistance consisting of
durable medical equipment as denned in section 1395x(n) of this title, and the State shall not issue or renew
such a supplier number for any such supplier unless(A)(i) full and complete information as to the identity of each person with an ownership or control interest
(as denned in section 1320a-3(a)(3) of this title) in the supplier or in any subcontractor (as denned by the
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Secreiarv in regulations) in winch the supplier directly or indirectly has. a I percen:.o; more ownership inter esr, and
(iL) to the extern determined to be feasible under regulations .of the Secretary, the name of any 'disclosing entity (as defined it- section l320&-3(a)(2) of this title) -with respect to-which a person with such an ownership
or control interesi in the supplier is a person with .such an ownership or control interest in the .disclosing entity; and

(B) a surety bond in a form specified by the Secretary .under section 1395m (a) (16)(Bj- of..this title and in an
amount thai is-not less than $5QtQQ0 or such comparable -surety -bond as tiie Secretary may permit under the
second sentence of such section;

(66) provide for maldng eligibility' determinations under section 1936u-5 of litis section;,

•.-..,-

(67) provide, with respect to services covered under the State plan (but not under subchapter XVTQ of this.,
chapter) that are furnished to a PACE program eligible individual -enrolled -with • a PACE provider-by a. provider participating under die State plan thardoes no:'liave'a-coniractor other -agreement with :the.PAOE,pn>."
v'ider that establishes nsyment amounts for such services, that such participating provider may not require the
PACE provider to pay the participating provider an-amount greater than "die amount that would otherwise be
payable for the service to tiie participating provider under die'State plar- for the State where me -PACE-.provider is located (in accordance with regulations ..issued by the Secretary);
•
" """ '

(68) provide that any entity that receives or makes annual payments under the State plan of at least
£5,000r000, as a condition of receiving such payments, shall—
(A) establish written policies for all employees of the -entity (including management), and of any contractor
---or-ao-emof the entity, that,provide detailed information : about the Palse Claims Act established under sections 3729 through 3733 of Title 31, adriunistrative remiedies -for false claims and statements established u n der chapter 3B of Title 31, any State laws per taming to civil or criminal penalties'-for- false claims <und state-,
rnents, and whistieblower protections under such laws, with respect to the role.--of such laws in preventing
and detecting fraud, waste, and abuse in Federal health care programs -(as defined in section 1320a-7b(fj of
this title);

(B) include as part of such written policies, detailed provisions regarding the 'entity's policies and procedures for detecting and preventing fraud, waste, and abuse;

(C) include in any employee handbook for the entity, a specific discussion of die- laws described in subparagraph (A), tiie rights of employees to be protected as whislleblowers, and tiie entiry^s .policies and procedures for detecting and preventing fraud, -waste, and abuse;
•-•.
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(69) provide that the State must comply with any requirements determined by the Secretary to be necessary for
carrying out the Medicaid Integrity Program established under section 1396u-6 of this title;
(70) at the option of the State and notwithstanding paragraphs (1), (10) (B), and (23), provide for the establishment of a non-emergenc}'' medical transportation brokerage program in order to more cost-effectively provide
transportation for individuals eligible for medical assistance under the State plan who need access to medical
care or services and have no other means of transportation which—
(A.) may include a wheelchair van, taxi, stretcher car, bus passes and tickets, secured transportatioii, and
such other transportation as the Secretary determines appropriate; and
(B) may be conducted under contract with a broker who-

.-

.........;::.-.- .-..:

(i) is selected through a competitive bidding process based on the State's evaluation of the brokers experience, performance, references, resources, qualifications, and costs;
... _;-•/.--..._...•_: .
(ii) has oversight procedures to monitor beneficiary access and complaints and ensure that transport personnel are licensed, qualified, competent, and courteous;
(iil) is subject to regular auditing and oversight by the State in order to ensure the quality of the transportation services provided and the adequacy of beneficiary access to medical.care and services; and
(TV) complies with such requirements related to prohibitions on referrals and conflict of interest as the
Secretary shall establish (based on the prohibitions on physician referrals under section I395nn of this
title and such other prohibitions and requirements as the Secretary determines to be appropriate);
*(7t).j)rb\dde m^
this title; .

verification program as required under section I396w;of_.\ __;
•___.

(72) provide that the State will not prevent a Federally-qualified health center from entering into contractual
relationships with private practice dental providers in the provision of Federally-qualified health center services;
(73) in the case of any State in which 1 or more Indian Health Programs or Urban Indian Organizations furnishes health care services, provide for a process under which the state seelcs advice on a regular, ongoing
basis from designees of such Indian Health Programs and Urban Indian Organizations on matters relating to
the application of this subchapter that are likely to have a direct, effect on-such Indian Health Programs and
Urban Indian Organizations and that-
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(A) shall include solicitation of advice- prior ic submission -of-anyplan amendments., waiver requests, and
proposals for demonstration projects, likely in nave- £ direci effeci on Indians, Indian Health Programs, or
Urban Indian Organizations; and
(B) may include appointment of an advisory committee-and of £ designee of such Indian Health 'Programs
and Urban Indian Organizations to the medicai .care advisory .committee -advising the State on its State plan
under this subchapter;

(74) provide .for maintenance of effort under the State plan trr under any waiver of the plan-in accordance with
subsection (gg);

'

"

.

.

.

(75) provide that,, beginning January 2015, and annually thereafter, the State shall submit a report to the Secretary that contains—
~
.
• -•-.
... ...
(A) tiie iota] number of enrolled and newly enrolled. individuals -in the' State plan or under a waiver of the.
plan for the fiscal year ending on September'30 of the preceding '-calendar year, disaggregated by population,
including-children, parents, nonpregnant childless-adults, disabJed-indRdduals;-elderly individuals,' and-such
• other-categories or sub- categories of individuals eligible.fpr medical assistance under the State plan or un-. ;
der a waiver of the plan as the Secretary may require;

(B) a description, which may be specified by population, of tire .outreach and enrolimem processes used by
tiie State during such fiscal year: and

(C) any other data reporting determined necessary-by the'Secretary-TO monitor- enrolim em and retention of.
• individuals eligible for medical assistance under the State plan or under a waiver of the plan;

(76) pTOYide"terany"datE~cbllecied under the State plan meer^'tiieTequirements-of -section 3101 of the Public
Health Sendee Act; and
(77) provide that the State shall comply with provider and supplier screening, oversight, and reporting requirements in accordance with subsection (ii);
(78) [See italic note set out under this section.]'

,•".'..* . - \

(79). iSee italic note set out under this section.]

•

.-*••- -

-

(80) [See italic note set out under this section.]

(81) |See italic note set out under this section,)

*
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(82) [See italic note set out under this section.]
(83) provide for implementation of the pa3inent models specified by the Secretary under section 1315a(c) of
this title for implementation an a nationwide basis unless Hie State demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Sec-retary that implementation would not be administrative^^ feasible or appropriate to the health care delivery
. system of the State.
Notwithstanding paragraph (5), if on January 1, 1965, and on the date on which a State submits its plan far approval under this subchapter, the State agency which administered or supervised the administration of the plan
of such State approved under subchapter X of this chapter (or subchapter XVI of'this chapter, insofar as it
relates to the blind) was different from the State agency which administered or supervised the administration of the State plan approved under subchapter I of this chapter (or subchapter XVI of-this chapter, -insofar as it relates
• to. the aged), the State agency which administered or supervised the adniinistratiDn of such plan -approved-under subchapter X of this chapter" (or subchapter XVI of this chapter, insofar as it relates to the-blind) may-be .desig-•-"-.
nated to administer or supervise the administration of the portion of the State plan for medical .assistance which
relates to blind individuals.and a different State agency ma}'be established or designated to administer or super-- -,..:.
vise the administration of the rest of the State plan for medical assistance; and in such case "the part of the plan
which each such agency -administers,- or the administration of which each such agency supervises, shall be regarded as a separate plan for purposes of this subchapter (except for purposes of paragraph (10)). The provisions
of paragraphs (9) (A), (31), and (33) and of section 1396b(i) (4) of this title shall not apply to a religious nonmedical health care institution (as defined in section 1395x(ss) (1) of this title).
For purposes of paragraph (10) any individual who, for the month of August 1972, was eligible for or receiving
aid or assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter I, X, XIV, or XVI of this chapter,, or part A of
subchapter IV of this chapter and who for such month was entitled to monthly insurance benefits under
subchapter II of this chapter shall for purposes of this subchapter only be deemed to be eligible for financial aid
or assistance for any month thereafter if such individual would have been eligible for financial aid or assistance
for such month had the increase in monthly insurance benefits under subchapter II of this chapter resulting from
.. enactment ofPubUcJL.aw_B2-336 not been applicable to such individual.
The requirement of clause (A) of paragraph (37) with respect to a State plan may be waived 03' the Secretary if
he finds that-the State has exercised good faith in trying to meat such requirement For purposes of this
subchapter, any child who meets the requirements of paragraph (1) or (2) of section. 673.(b) of this .title shall.be
deemed to be a dependent child as defined in section 606 of this title and shall be deemed to be a recipient of aid
to families with dependent children under'part A of subchapter IV of this chapter in the State where such child
resides. Notwith^an&ng~paragraph (10) (B) or any other provision of this subsection, a State plan shall provide
medical assistance with respect to an alien who is not lawfully admitted, for permanent residence or otherwise '
permanently residing in the United States under color of law only in accordance with section 1396b(v) of this
title..
(b) Approval by Secretary
The Secretary shall approve any plan which fulfills the conditions specified in subsection (a) of this section, ex-
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Effective;[See Notes] .

-

United Stares-Code Annotated Currentness
Titie42.The'Pnbhc Health and Welfare
^D Chapter 7. Social Security (Refs & Annos)
* i Subchapter )DX. Grants to States for Medical Assistance Programs (Refs &. Annos)
- r -.§ !B96d- Befxnitions

Por purposes of this sub chapter—

(a) Medical assistance

•• - •

The "-term 4i medical assistance" means payment of pari or all of the cost of the following care .and services or:the
care and sendees tiiemselves, or both (if provided in or.after fee .third month before the month In which the recipient makes application far assistance or, in the-case.of medicare cost-sharing with respect to a qualified medicare beneficiary described in subsection (p) (1) of.this section, 'if provided after the month in which the individual becomes such a beneficiary) for individuals, and, with respect to physicians'' or dentists' services, at the.option
of the State, to individuals (other than individuals with respect to whom there is being paid, or who are eligible,
or would be eligible if they were not in a medical institution, to have paid with respect to them a State.supple-.
mentary payment and are eligible for medical assistance equal in amount duration, and scope TO -the medical -as- sistance made available tc individuals described in section 1395a(a) (10) (A) of this title) not receiving aid or assistance under any plan of the State approved under subchapter 1, X, XIV, or XVI, or pan A of subchapter IV,
and with respect to whom supplemental security* income benefits are not being paid under subchapter XVI-of
tins chapter, who-are"-©..nhdef "the".age.ofTZl., or, at the optiorrof the State; under the age of 20, 19, or 18 as-the State, may • .choose,
. (ii) relatives specified in section"-BOB "(b)'(1) of this title with whom a -.child" is living if such child is-(or would., if
needy, be) a dependent child under part A of subchapter IV of this chapter,
(iii) 55 years of age or older,

•

(iv) blind, with respect to States eligible to participate in the;State.plan pro gram, established under subchapter
XVI of this chapter,
"•"•••
(v) 18 years of age Dr older and permanently and totally disabled, with respect to States eligible to participate
in the State plan program established under subchapter'X\T. of this chapter,
(vi) persons essential (as described in the second sentence of litis subsection) to indhdduals receiving aid Dr
assistance under State plans approved under subchapter 1, X, XIV, or X\7T of this chapter,
(vii) blind or disabled as defined in section 138Zc of this title, with respect to States not eligible to participate
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in the State plan program established under subchapter XVI Of this chapter,
(viii) pregnant women,
(ix) individuals provided extended benefits under section 1396i>(v of this title,
(x) individuals described in section 1396a(u)(l)'Ofthis title," ' ' .'• *.V .
(si) individuals described in section 1396a(z)(l) of -this title,

•*

•

(xii) employed individuals with .a medically improved disability (as defined in subsection (v))T
(xfii) individuals described in section 1396a(aa) [EN1] of .this title,
(xrv) individualsdescribed in section 1396a (a) (10) (A) (i) (VIII) or 1396a(a)(10).(A.)(i)-OX) of this title,,....
(rv) individuals described in'section I396a{a)(l5)(-A^
(rvi) individuals described-in" section l39Ba(ii)ofthis-title;;or. • ;.

""'"' "' V' "~„" " •""•,';"'''.' "'."""' '""" "
. ;'•

. ;;* . •

•.; ;.. •

7. ;• •—--.• •=

(rvii) individuals who are eligible for home and" communityabased sendees under needs-based criteria.-estaD^ "[
lished under paragraph (1) (A) of section 1396n{i)-of-this title,' or who are-eligible for home -and community- ••--•*
based sendees under paragraph (6) of such section, and who will receive home and community-based services
pursuant to a State plan amendment under such subsection,
but whose income and resources are insufficient to meet-all of-such cost—
(1) inpatient hospital sendees (other than sendees in an institution for.mental diseases);
' (2) (A) outpatient hospital sendees, (B) consistent with State law pennitting such sendees, rural health clinic
sendees (as defined in subsection (1}(1) of this-section) and any other ambulatory sendees which are offered
by a rural health clinic (as defined in subsection (l)-(.l) .of this section) and which are otherwise included in the
7Z"~.pian, and (C)TederaTly-qualified -healtlrcenter sendees (as defined in subsection •(!) (2)' of this section) and any'
other ambulatory sendees offered by a Federally-qualified health center and which are otherwise included in
••-" t h e p l a n ;

""'.."...'

"'

'"" '" '" '"•'' '"' '"'

(3) other laboratory and X-ray services;
(4) (A) nursing facility services (other than sendees in an institution for mental diseases) for individuals 21
—••'•years of age or older; (B) early and periodic screening, diagnostic, and treatment services (as defined in subsection (r) of this section) for individuals who are eligible under the plan and are under the age of 21; (C) fam• fly planning sendees and supplies furnished (directly or under arrangements with others) to individuals of
child-bearing age (including minors who can be considered to be sexually active) who are eligible under the
State plan and who desire such services and supplies; and (D) counseling and pharmacotherapy for cessation
of tobacco use by pregnant women (as defined in subsection (bb));
(5) (A) physicians' sendees furnished by a physician (as defined in section 1395x(r)(l) of this title), whetlier
furnished in the office, the patient's home, a hospital, or a nursing facility, or elsewhere, and (B) medical and
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surgical services furnished by a dentisi (described in section 1395x(.r)(2j of this title) to the extent such services may be performed under State law either b}' a doctor of medicine or,by a .doctor of dental surgery or
dental medicine and WDUIC be described in clause (A) if furnished by a.physician (as-defined in section
1395x(r)(l) of this title);
(6) medical care, or an)' other type of remedial care recognized under State law, furnished by licensed practitioners within the.scope of their practice as defined by State law;
(7) h o m e -health care services;

-•-••

(8) private duty nursing sendees;

--

•

(9) clinic sendees furnished b}? or u n d e r the direction of aprrysician, without regard to whether the clinic itself -••
is administered by a physician, including such sendees furnished outside the clinic hv. clinic personnel .to -an ...
eligible individual who does not reside in a permanent dwelling or does not have a fixed home or m a i l i n g ad--, .
dress;

'

(10) dental services;

..::-••.:•; •:-.;::.;: : '.,;'•: ..•

_

•:-':;.: /•'.'.;'-.•'•;-:--;:-:---•••-~ •-..-'-,-"•'.-'•'- • -. •

(11)-physical therapy and related services;

'.'."""'"' •"'-:"."-" '-' " '

"'"" "

...":
- - « • • • • • -- -.-••.— . • -. -. •-.- . .,.,-...,..,

(12) prescribed drugs, dentures, and prosthetic devices: and eyeglasses prescribed by .a physician skilled in
diseases of the eye or D3r an optometrist, whichever-me mdividua! ma}r select; •
(13) other diagnostic; screening, preventive, and rehabilitative sendees, including an}' medical or-remedial ser\dces (provided in a facility, a home, or other setting) recommended by. a physician or other licensed practitioner of the healing arts within the scope of their practice under State law, for the maximum reduction of
physical or mental disability and restoration of an individual to the best possible functional level;
(14) inpatient hospital sendees and nursing facility sendees for -individuals 65 years of age or over in an institution for mental diseases;
(15) services in an intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded (other than "in an institution for mental
diseases) for individuals who are determined, in accordance with section 1396a(a) (31) of this title, to be in
need of such care; (16) effective January I, 1973, inpatient psychiatric hospital sendees for individuals under age 21, as defined
in subsection (h) of this section;
(17) sendees .furnished by a nurse-midwife (as defined .in section 1395x(gg) of this title) which the nursemidwife is legally authorized to perform under State law (or the State regulatory mechanism provided by State
law), whether or not the nurse-midwife is under the supendsion of, or associated with, a physician or other
health care provider, and without regard tc whether or not the sendees are performed in the area of management of the care of mothers and babies throughout the maternity cycle;
(18) hospice care (as defined in subsection (o) of tins section);
(19) case-management services (as defined in section 1396n (g)(2) of this title) and TB-related services de-
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scribed in section 139ba(zJ (2) (F) of this title;
(20) respiratory care services (as defined-in section 1396a(e) (9) (C) of this title);
(21) services furnished by s certified pediatric nurse practitioner or certified family nurse practitioner {as
defined by the Secretary) which tlie certified pediatric-nurse .-practitioner'or certified family nurse .practitioner
•is legally authorized to perform under Sxaie law (or the'State regulatory mechanism provided -by'.State law),.: •
whether or not tlie certified pediatric nurse practitioner or certified family nUTSe practitioner is under the su- pervision of, or associated with, a physician or other health care provider;
(22) home and community care {to tlie extent allowed .and as defined in section 1396t of this title) for .functionally disabled elderly individuals; and
(23) community supported living arrangements...ser\Ti.ces. (to .tlie extent allowed and. as defined in section 1396u _'
of

tills

title);

' . " . " . . • • -

-/....

.',.,: , ' . . '

.'_

u"

(24) personal care services furnished to an individual who is not an inpatient or resident of a hospital, nursing
facility, intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded, or institution for menial disease that-are-(A) -authorized for Hie individual by a physician in accordance ..with-a plan of treatment or (at the.option .of tlie .StateL ..
otherwise authorized for the individual in accordance with a service plan approved -by/the State/. (B) .prodded...'
by an individual who is qualified to provide such sendees and who is not a member of the individual'sfamily.,"
and (C) furnished in a home or other location;
(25) primary care case management services (as defined in subsection (t) of this section);
.(26) services furnished under a PACE program under section 1396u4 of this title to PACE program eligible
individuals enrolled under tlie program under such section;
(27) subject to subsection (x) of tins section, primary''and secondary medical strategies and treatment and ser> vices for. individuals who have Siclde Cell Disease; ..
r\-.
.-::• • • - . - . . •
(28) freestanding birth center sendees (as defined in subsection (1) (3) (A)) and other ambulatory sendees that
are offered by a freestanding birth^enter (as defined in subsection (1)(3).(B)) and that are otherwise included
in the plan;-and
(29) any other medical care, and any other type of remedial care recognized under State law', specified by the
Secretary,
'
.....•".
except as otherwise provided in paragraph (16), such term does not include—
(A) any such payments with respect to care or sendees for any individual who is an inmate of a public institution (except as a patient in a medical institution); or
(B) any such payments with respect to care or services for any indhddual who has not attained 65 years af age
and who is a patient in an institution for mental diseases.
For purposes of clause (vi) of tlie preceding sentence, a person shall be considered essential to another individual if such person is the spouse of and is living with such individual, tlie needs of such person are taken into ac-
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count in determining the arnDun: of aid or assistance furnished to such individual (under a State plan approved
under subchapter 1, X, XTV, or XVI of this chapter), and such person is determined, under such a State plan, to
be essential tc the well-being of such individual. The pa3'ment described in the first sentence may include ex.penditures for medicare cosi-sharing and far premiums under pari B of subchapter X W I of this chapter for indi- viduais who are eligible for medical assistance under the plan and (A) are receiving aid or assistance'under any
plan of the State approved under subchapters I, X, XFv\ or XVI of this chapter, or part A of subchapter IV of
this chapter, or with Tespeci to whom supplemental security income benefits are being paid under subchapter
XVI of this chapter, or (B) w*£h respect to whom there is being paid a State supplementary payment and are-eligible for medical assistance equal in amount, duration, and scope to the medical assistance made available to'individuals described in section I396a(a) (10) (A) of this title, and, except in the case of individuals 65 years of age
or older and disabled individuals entitled to health insurance benefits under subchapter 5DJJJ1 of this chapter
who are not enrolled under part B of subchapter XVIH of this chapter, other insurance premiums for medical or
any other type of remedial care-or the cost thereof. No sendee (including counseling)-shall be-excluded from.the
definition .of "medical assistance* solety because it is provided as a treatment service for alcoholism or-drug d e pendency.'

(b) Federal medical assistance, percentage; State percentage; Indian health care percentage
Subject to subsections (y), (z), and (aa) and section I396u-3(dj of this .title, the term "Federal .medical assistance
percentage" for am' State shall be. 100 per centum less the State .percentage; and the State percentage shall be "
that percentage which bears the same-ratio to 45 per centum as the square of "the per capita income .of such State
bears ID the square of the per capita income of the continental United.-States -.(including Alaska) and.Hawaii; except that (1) the Federal medical assistance percentage shall in no case be "less than 50 per centum or more than
B3 per centum, (2) the Federal medical assistance percentage for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, the
Northern Mariana Islands, and American Samoa shall be 50 per centum, (3) for purposes of this subchapter and
subchapter XXI of this chapter, the Federal medical assistance percentage for the Disrrict of'Columbia shall be
70 percent, and (4) the Federal medical assistance'percentage shall'be equal to 'the enhanced FMAP 'described in
section 1397ee(b) of this title with respect tc medical assistance provided to individuals who are eligible for
such assistance only on the basis of section 1395a(a) (10) (A) (ii) (XVIII) of this title. The Federal medical assistance percentage for any State shall be determined and promulgated in accordance with the provisions of section
1301(a)(8)(B) of this title. Notwithstanding the first sentence of this .section, the Federal medical assistance percentage shah* be 100 per centiim.with respect to amounts expended as medical assistance for services which are
received through an Indian Health Sendee facility whether operated by the Indian Health Service or by an Indian
tribe or tribal organization .(as defined in section 1603 of Title 25).. Notwithstanding the first sentence of this
subsection, in the case of a State plan that meets 'the condition described in subsection (u)"(l) of this section, with"'
respect to expenditures (other than expenditures under section 1396r-4 of this title) described in subsection
(u) (2) (A) .of this section or subsection (u) (3) of this .section for the State for a-fiscal year, and that do not exceed
the amount of the State's available allotment under section 1397dd of this title, the Federal medical assistance
percentage is equal to the enhanced FMAP described in section 1397ee.(b) of this title.

(c) Nursing facility
For definition of the term "nursing facility", see section 1396r(a) of this title.
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(d) Intermediate care facility for mentally retarded
Tlie term "intermediate care facility for tlie mentally retarded" means an institution (or distinct part thereof J for
the mentally retarded or persons with related conditions if—
••
(1) tlie primary purpose of such institution (or distinct-part thereof) :is-to provide health, or rehabilitative ser-'
vices for mentally retarded individuals and'the institution meets such standards as may be prescribed by ihe
. Secretary;.
(2) the mentally retarded individual with respect to whom a request for payment is made under a plan approved under this subchapter is receiving active treatment under such a program; and
(3) in the case of a public institution, the State -or political -subdivision responsible for-the operation of such institution has agreed that the non-Federal expenditures in any calendar quarter prior to,January .1, .1975,'with....".
respect to services furnished to patients in suchinstitution*;(or""£listinbt.pan.thereof)" in the State yOl"not" he- " • *:.**;
cause of pa3tnents made under this subchapter, be reduced below the average amount expended for sudi-serr...'...
.vices in such institution in the four quarters immediately .preceding the .quarter in which-tlie; State in which
such institution is located elected to make /such services..available under its plan approved.junder. ;tfciis..
subchapter.
/....;• .- /-.... •.. ;... '
"• ••;•..••.•'-/.....•-•.:-'.....
(e) Physicians' sendees
In the case of any State tlie State plan of which (as approved under this subchapter}(I) does not pro^de for the payment of services (other than services covered under section 139Sa(a)(12) of
this title) provided by an optometrist; but
$) at a prior period did provide for the payment of sendees referred to in paragraph (1);
the term "physicians' sendees" {as used in subsection (a) (5) of this section) shall include services of the type.
— --which^-optometrist is legally ^authorized to perform where tlie State plan specifically provides, that theterm
"physicians1 sendees", as employed in such plan, includes sendees of .the type which an optometrist is legally
:
• • autiiorizefto^perform, and shall be reimbursed whether furnished by a physician or an optometrist. -; .
(f) Nursing facility sendees
For purposes of this subchapter, die term "nursing facility sendees" means sendees which are or were required
to be given an individual who needs or needed on a daily basis nursing care (provided directly by or requiring
die supendsion of nursing personnel) or other rehabilitation sendees which as a practical matter can only be
provided in a nursing facility on an inpatient basis.
(g) Chiropractors' sendees
If the State plan includes provision of chiropractors' services, such sendees include only-.
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(1) services prodded by t chiropractor (A) who is licensed as such by the State -and (B) who meets uniform
minimum standards promulgated by the Secretary under section I395x(r) (5) of tliis title; and
.(2) services which consist of treatmenr by means of manual manipulation of the spine which the chiropractor
is legally authorized to perform by the State.
.(h) inpatient .psychiatric hospital services for individuals under age 21
(I) For purposes of paragraph (16) of subsection (a) of this section, the term "inpatient psychiatric hospital services for individuals under age 2 T'includes only-(A) inpatient services which are provided in an. institution (or distinct .pan.thereofj which is a -psychiatric hos- _ •
pital as defined in section 1395x(fJ of this title or in another inpatient setting, that the Secretary has specified
in regulations; •
(B) inpatient sendees which, in the case of any m dividual .(i) involve active treatment which meets such stand- .:.ards as may be prescribed in regulations by the Secretary, and (ii) a team., .consisting of physicians and other,
personnel qualified to make determinations with respect tc mental health conditions -and the treatment thereof, has determined are necessary on an inpatient basis ^and can-reasonably be expected to-improve the condition,
by reason of which such sendees are necessary', to the -extent that eventually such sendees-will no longer "be
necessary; and
(C) inpatient sendees which, in the case of an}r -individual,-are provided prior to (i) the date-such individual attains age 21, or (ii) in the case of an individual who was receiving such sendees in the period immediately
preceding the date on which he attained age 21; (I) 'the date such individual-no longer requires "such sendees,
or (II) if earlier, the date such individual attains age 22;
(2) Such term does not include sendees provided during "any calendar quarter under the State plan of any State if
the total amount of the funds.expended, during such -quarter, by the State (and the political subdivisions-thereof) •
from non-Federal funds for inpatient sendees included under paragraph (1), and for active psychiatric care and
treatment provided on an outpatient basis for eligible mentally ill • children, is less than the average quarterly
amount of the funds expended, during the 4-quarter period ending December 31, 1971; 'by'the State (and the
political subdivisions thereof) from non-Federal funds for such sendees.
(i) Institution for mental diseases

_

../.....

The term "institution for mental diseases" means.a hospital nursing facility, or other institution of more than IB
beds, that is primarily engaged in providing diagnosis, treatment, or care of persons -with.mental diseases, including medical attention, nursing care, and related sendees.
(j) State supplementary payment
The term "State supplementary payment" means an}^ cash payment made by a State on a regular basis to an individual who is receiving supplemental security income benefits under subchapter )CV1 of this chapter or who
would but for his income be eligible to receive such benefits, as assistance based on need in supplementation of
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such benefits (as determined by the Commissioner of Social Security), bu: only ID the orient thai such payments
are made with respect to an individual with respect to whom supplemental security income benefits are payable
under subchapter XVI of this chapter, or would bur for..his income be payable under that subchapter.
(k) Supplemental security income, benefits
Increased supplemental security income benefits-payable pursuant to section 211 of Bublic Law-93-66 shall-not
be considered supplemental security income benefits payable under subchapter XVI of this chapter.
(1) Rural health clinics

-

. . . . . . . ...

(1) The terms "rural health clinic services" and "rural health clinic" have the meanings given.such terms in. section 1395x(aa) of this title, except that ..(A) clause (ii) "of section I395x(aa1 (2) of this title .sliall riot: apply to such*' '
termst_.and .(B) the physician arrangement required-under section-l395x(aa){-2)-.(B) -of this title shall only apply • .:
with respect to rural health clinic services and, with respect to other ambulatory/care .services, the prrysician ar- :".
rangement required shall be only such as ma}' be.r.equir.ed .und er .the State .plan for those servi ces.
...
(2)(Aj The term "Federally-qualified health center services*-means sen^ices-pf me:type desmbed.in.spbpara-._..
graphs (A.) through (C) of section I395x(aa)(l) of this title when fufriisheS to an mamdual'asan'[FN2] patient
of a Federally-qualified health center and, for this purpose, any reference to a rural health clinic, or a physician
described in section 1395x(aa)(2)(B) of this title is deemed a reference to a Federally-qualified health center or aphysician at tile center, respectively.
(B) The term "Federally-qualified health center" means an entity which- ••
(i) is receiving a grant under section 254b of this.title,.
(ii)0Q is receiving funding from such a grant under a-.canrract with me recipient of such a grant, iand .
CEI)_meets tie requirements to receive a grant under section 254b of this title,
(iii) based on the recommendation of the Health Resources and Services Administration within the Public
Health Service, is determined by the Secretary to meet the requirements for receiving such a grant, including
requirements of the Secretary that an entity may not'be owned, controlled, or operated by another entity, or
(iv) was treated by the Secretary, for purposes of part B of subchapter--XVIII of tins chapter, as. a comprehens- ...
ive Federally funded health center as of January 1,1990;
and includes an outpatient health program or facility operated by a tribe or tribal organization under the Indian
Self-Determination Act (Public Law 93-638) [25 U.S.C A. § 450f ei seq.] or by an urban Indian organization receiving funds under title V of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act [25 U.S.C A. § 1651 et seq.] for the provision of primary-health services, in applying clause (ii), [FN3] the Secretary- may waive any requirement referred to in such clause for up to 2 years for good cause shown.
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(3) (A) The term "freestanding birth center services" means services furnished to ar. individual at a freestanding
birth center (as defined in subparagraph (B)) at such center.
(B) The term "freestanding birth center' means a health faciliry—
'(i) that is not a hospital;

.

(ii) where childbirth is planned to .occur away from the pregnant woman's residence;

••

(iii) thai is- licensed or otherwise approved by the State tc provide prenatal labor and delivery or postpartum
care and other ambulatory services that are included in.the plan; and
(iv) that complies with such other requirements relating to the health and safety of individuals furnished--services b}r the facility as- the State shall establish.
(C) A State shall provide separate payments to providers administering prenatal ••labor and -delivery or post- partum care in a freestanding birth center (as defined in subparagraph -(B)), such as nurse midwives and ..other
providers of sendees such-as birth attendants recognized under State law, as- detennined appropriate by the Secretary. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the term "birth attendant* means an individual who is recognized
or registered by the State involved .to provide healm care at childbirth and who provides such care-within the
scope of practice under which the individual is legally, authorized to perform such care .under-State law "(or .the
State regulatory mechanism provided b\' State law), regardless of whether HIE indivinuaiis under the supervision
of, or associated with, a physician or other health care provider. Nothing in this' subparagraph shall "be construed'
as changing State law requirements applicable to ra.brrth; attendant. (m) -Qualified family member

...

(1) Subject TO -paragraph (2), the term "qualified family member1' means an individual' (other "than a-.qualified
pregnant woman or child, as defined in subsection (n) of tins section) who is a member of a-family that would be
receiving aid under the State plan under part A of subchapter IV of this chapter pursuant to section 607 of this
title-if the State had not-exercised the option under section 607(b) (-2) (B) (i) of this title.
"
(2) No individual shall be a qualified family member for-any period after September 30, 1998.
(n) Qualified pregnant woman or chiid.
The term "qualified pregnant woman or child11 means(1) a pregnant woman who—
(A) would be eligible for aid to families with dependent children under-part A of subchapter IV of this
chapter (or would be eligible for such aid if coverage under the State plan under part A of subchapter IV of
this chapter included aid to families with dependent children of unemployed parents pursuant to section 607
of this title) if her child had been bom and was living with her in the month such aid would be paid, and
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such pregnancy has been medically verified;
(B) is a member of a family which would be eligible for aid under the State plan under pan" A of subchapter
"IV of this chapter pursuant to section 607 of this title if "the-plan required the paymem of aid .pursuant -to
such section; or
. . .
-. .
(C) otherwise meets-the income and resources requirements .of a State plan under part A of subchapter IV of
this chapter; and
(2) a child who has not attained theage of 19, who was born after September 30, 1983- (or such-earlier date as
the State may designate) t and who.meets the income and resources requirements of the State plan under pan A
of-subchapter IV of this chapter.
(o) Optional hospice benefits

. ... ,

............ : ! ....

(1)(A) 'Subject to subparagraphs (B) and (C), melerm"'Mhps^ice care*' means' Hie c^e'descnbecr'in section ;' * "
1395x(dd)(l) of this title furnished by a hospice program "(as defined in section 139*5x(dd)(2) of this title) to a"
-terminally ill individual who has voluntarily elected (in accordance with paragraph (2)) to -have payment-made .
for hospice care instead of having pa3nnent made for certain-benefits described.in. section 1395d(d){2J (A) ^
.
title and far which paymem may otherwise be made under-subchapter XVIII of this chapter arid intermediate •"
care facility services under the plan. "For purposes ""of sudv'elecnon/liospiee'cafe'maj'" beproviSed to'-'aii'iridivi'du-"" •*'*"':
al while such individual is a resident of a skilled 'nursing facility-or intermediate care facility., but the only payment made under the State plan shall be for the hospice care. .
(B) For purposes of this subchapter, with respect to the definition of hospice program under section
1395x(dd)(2) of this title, the Secretary may allow an agency or organization to make the assurance under subparagraph (A) (iii) of suclrsection without taking into account any individual who is afflicted with -acquired im.-- __.V
mune deficiency syndrome (AIDS).
(C) A voluntary election to have payment made for hospice care for a child (as defined by the State) shall not
constitute a waiver of an)r rights of the child to be provided with, or to have payment made under this subchapter
for, sendees that are related to the treatment of the child's condition for which a diagnosis of terminal illness has
been made.
(2) An individual's voluntary election under this subsection-r
(A) shall be made in accordance with procedures that are established by the State and that are consistent with
the procedures established under section 1395d(d) (2) of this title;
(B) shall be for such a period or periods (which need not be the same periods described in section 1395d(d) (1)
of this title) as die State ma}' establish; and
(C) may be revoked at any time without a showing of cause and may be modified so as to change the hospice
program with respect to which a previous election was made.
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(31 Ir. the case o:an individual —

*•'•*

(A) who is residing ir. a nursing facility or intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded and is receiving
medical assistance for services in such facility under the plan,
(B) who is entitled TO benefits under part A-of subchapter XVHI of this chapter.and has elected, under section
1395d(d) of this title, to receive hospice care under such part, and
(C) with respect to whom the hospice program under such subchapter and the nursing facility or intermediate '"
care facility for the mentally retarded have entered into a written agreement under which the program takes
MI .-responsibility for the professional management of the Individual's hospice care and the facility agrees to
•provide room and board to the individual,
instead of any pa3>ment otherwise made under the plan with respect to the facility's services, the State shall •
provide-for pajinent'to the hospice program of an amount equal to the additional amount determined .in section1396a(a).(13) (B) of this title and, if the individual is an individual described in-section 139 6a(a) (10) (A) of this.
title, shall provide for payment of any coinsurance-amounts imposed under section T395e(;a) (4) of •this title: --'•
(p) Qualified medicare beneficiary; medicare cast-sharing
(1) The term "qualifiedmedicare beneficiary" means an individual-(A.) who is entitled to hospital insurance benefits under part A of subchapter XVTE of this chapter (including
an individual entitled to such benefits pursuant to an enrollment under section l395;-2 of this title., hu: not including an individual entided to such benefits only pursuant to an enrollment under section 1395i-2a of this
title),

--•

-

--

•

[B) whose income (as determined under section I3S2a of this title for purposes of the supplemental security
income program except as provided in paragraph (2)(D)) does not exceed an income level established by the
State consistent with paragraph (2), and
(C) whose resources (as' determined under section 1382b of this title for purposes of the supplemental security
income program) do not exceed twice the maximum amount of resources that an individual may have and obtain benefits under that program or, effective beginning with January 1, 2010, whose resources (as so determined) do not exceed the maximum resource level ;applied for the year„ under^subparagraph (D) "of section1395w-li4(a) (3) Df this title (determined without regard to the life insurance policy exclusion provided under
.subparagraph (G). of such section) applicable .to_ an individual or to the individual and the individual's spouse
(as the case may be).
.
_
. ' • • • " '•
(2) (A) The income level established under paragraph (1) (B) shall be at.least the percent provided under subparagraph (B) (but not more than 100 percent) of the official poverty line (as defined by the Office D: Management
and Budget, and revised annually in accordance with section .9902(2) of this title) applicable to a family of the
size involved.
(B) Except as provided in subparagraph (C), the percent provided under this clause, -with respect to eligibility for
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medical assistance on or after—
(i)'January 1,1989, is 85 percent,
(ii) January 1, .1990, is 90 percent, and
{iii) January 1,1991, is 100 percent.
(C) In the case of a State which has elected treatment under section 1396a(fj of this title and which, as of Januarvl 1887 used an income standard for individuals age 65 or older which was more restrictive than the income
•sxandard established under the supplemental security .income-program under.subcbapter XVI of this chapter,.the
' percent provided under subparagraph (B), with respect to eligibility for medical assistance on or alter--,_

~ ( i ) January 1.19BB, is BO percent,

'".'.'•

(ii) January 1,1990. is 85 percent,

'••..'••''•

(iii) Januaiy 1.1991.is95percent, and

.• • • •

.(iv) January 1,1992,is 100percent.

:

.'.'""'."" "..'. .-. 0';.'v-'^" "•'. '.'".

"• • •

•

• • . ' " , ' • " • ' .'" " ". ' " - • -"-'--'-'•

••.-•• ..v-r.-'l:':/'<>.:..V- :;'• .•:

••'•'''""_• "'" '

"'•

''

©)(? In determining under this subsection the income of an individual who is entitled to monthly insurance benefits' under subchapter H of this chapter for a transition month .(as defined in clause (ii)) i n * year, sud! income
shall not indude any amounts attributable to an increase in the level of monthly insurance benefits pay-auk an" der such subchapter'which have occurred pursuant to section 415(1) of this title for oenents payable tor months
beginning with December of the previous year.
(S) v

a

purposes of clause ©. the term "transition month" means, eachmonth in a y^ar throu^fee month folr .'

lowmg i e month in which the annual revision of the official poverty line, referred to in subparagraph (A), is
published.
(3) The t-nn "medicare cost-sharing" means (subject to section 1396a W (2) of this title) the following costs in^ d with respect to a qualified medicare beneficiary, without regard to whether the costs incurred were for
items and services for which medical assistance is otherwise available under the plan: •
__

(A)(i) premiums under section 1395iT2 or 13955-Za of tins title, and
(ii) premiums under section 1395r of this title, [FN4]
CB) Coinsurance under subchapter X V m of this chapter (including coinsurance described in section 1395e of
this title).
•

(C) Deductibles established under subchapter XVIII of tins chapter (including.those described in section
1395e and section 13957(b) of this title).
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(D) The difference between the -amount thai is paid under section 1395i;a; of'this title and the amount that .•
would be paid under such section if an}' reference to "80 percent" therein were, deemed.a reference to ",10C
percent".
Such term also may include, at the option of a State, premiums for enrollment-of .a qualified, medicare benefi- ":
ciary with an eligible organization under section 1395mm of this title.

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision*of this subchaptei, in the case of a State (other than the 50 States and
the District of Columbia).

(A.) the requirement stated in section 1396a(a) (10) (E) of this title shall be optional, and
(B) for purposes of paragraph (2), the State.may substitute for the percent provided under subparagraph (B). or
[FN5] 1396a(a)(10)(E)(iii) [FN6l.pf such paragraph any percent.
.
In the case of an}r State whicli is providing medical assistance to its residents under a waiver granted under section 1315 of this title, the Secretary shall require the State to meet the requirement of section 1396a (a) (10) (E) of. '
this title in* the same manner as the State would he required to meet such requirement if the State had in effecra
plan approved, under this sub chapter.
. . .....
.-;.-.
(5) (A) The Secretary shall develop and distribute-to States a simplified application form for use by indhdduals
(including both qualified medicare beneficiaries and specified low-income medicare beneficiaries) in aopl^Tng
for medical assistance for medicare cost-sharing under this titie in the States wiiich elect to use such form. Such
form shall be easiry readable by applicants and uniform nationally. The Secretary shall provide for the translation of such application form into at least the 10 languages (other than English) that are most often used by individuals appfying'f or hospital insurance benefits under section 426 or 426-1 of this title and shall make the translated forms available to the States and to the Cornmissioner of Social Security.

(B) In developing such form, the Secretary shall consult with beneficiary groups and the States.

(6) For provisions relating to outreach efforts to increase" awareness of the availability of medicare cost-sharing,
see section 1320b-14 of this title.
(q) Qualified severely impaired individual

....

The term "qualified severely impaired individual" means an individual under age 65—

(1) who for the month preceding the first month to which this subsection applies to such individual—
(A) received (i) E pa3Tnent of supplemental security income benefits under section 1352(b) of this title on
the basis of blindness or disability, (ii) a'supplementary payment under section 13B2e of this title or under
section 212 of Public Law 93-66 on such basis, (iii) a payment of monthly benefits under section 1352h(a)
of this title, or (iv) a supplementary payment under section 13S2e(c) (3) of this title, and
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(B) was eligible far medical assistance under the State plan approved under this subchapter, and
(2) with respeci ro whom the Commissioner of Social "Security determines that—
(A) the individual continues to be blind or continues to have the disabling physical or mental impairment on
the basis of which he was found to be under a disabiliry and, except for his earnings, continues to-meet all
non-disability-related requirements for eligibility for-benefits under subchapter }£V1 of this chapter,
(B) the income of such individual would not, except for his earnings, be equal to oriii excess of the amount
which would cause him to be ineligible for .payments-under section 1322(b). of this-title (if-.-he.were other-..
•wise, eligible for such payments),
(C) the lack of eligibility-far benefits under this subchapter would seriously inhibit his ability .to continue or,,.,
obtain employment,.and
. . . . . . . .....,..• :-..--• .•-•..-. . , • ^. ...-•,.._, __.:--. J ...;.•-..;.,'.....^
CD) the individual's earnings are not sufficienr'to allowninii to provide for himself a reasonable eijuivalefit' of '
the benefits under sub chapter "XVI of this diapter(iricluding-ahy^
supplement^' ; >
• -payments), this-subchapter, and publicly funded attendant'care"services-(-including personal care assistance) • •
that would be available to him in the absence orsuch earnings,;In the case of an individual who is eligible for medical-rassistancevpursuant-to -section 13S2h.(b}- of tiiis.r'title in:.-: •
June, 19S7, the individual shall be a qualified severely impaired individual, for .so long as such individual -meets
the. requirements of paragraph (2). '"

"

'

(r) Early and periodic screening, diagnostic, and treatment services
The term "early and periodic screening^diagnostic, and treatment-services* means the fallowing .items and set-.
vices:

••-•

.-••...=.-::,.•

-

••-...-- .'

••-•-•

(1) Screening sendees—

• •.

"•

•

-

(A) which are .provided—
(i) at intervals which meet reasonable standards of medical and dental practice, as determined by the State
after consultation with recognized medical and dental organisations involved in child health .care and*
W}th.Tespect t 0 immunizations under subparagraph (B)(iii), in accordance with the schedule referred to in
section 1396s(c) (2) (B) (i) of this:title for pediatric vaccines, and
(ii) at such other intervals, indicated as medically necessary, to determine the existence of certain physical
or mental illnesses or conditions; and
(B) which shall at a minimum include—
(i) a comprehensive health and developmental history (including assessment of both physical and mental
health development), •

•

(ii) a comprehensive unclothed physical exam,

lai
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(iii) appropriaie immunisations (according to the schedule referred, to in section 139Gs(c)(2)(B)(i) of this
title for pediatric vaccines) according to age and health history,
(iv) laboratory tests- (including lead blood level assessment appropriate for age and risk factors), .and
(v) health education (including anticipatory guidance).
(2) Vision services—
(A) which are provided—
(£) at intervals which meet reasonable standards of medical practice, as determined by the State after consultation with recognized medical organizations involved in child'health care, and
r

(ii) at such other intervals, indicated as medically necessary, 10 determine the existence-of a suspected ill• -ness or condition; and'
"•'..'
(B) which shall ax a minimum include diagnosis and treatment for defects in vision, including eyeglasses.
(3) Dental services—

.,

•

" '-(A) which are provided—""'

•:-•:•
- ••

• (i) a: intervals which meet reasonable standards of dental practice, as determined by the State after con-' •' •
suitation with recognized dental organizations^ involved m cm^d health care, and
- ••
(ii) at such other intervals, indicated as medically necessary, to determine the existence of a suspected illness or condition; and
(Bl which shall at a mmimimi" include relief of pain and infections, restoration of teeth, and maintenance .of
dental health.
(4) Hearing services(A) which are/provided—

"".

~.

.••.•.-.-. -••,-..-•

(i) at intervals which meet reasonable standards of medical practice, as determined by the State after consultation with recognized medical organizations involved in child health care, and
(ii) at such other intervals, indicated as medically necessary, to determine the existence of a suspected illness or condition; and
(B) which shall at a minimum include diagnosis and treatment for defects in hearing, including hearing aids.
(5) Such other necessary health cares diagnostic sendees, treatment, and other measures described in subsection (a) of this section to correct or ameliorate defects and plrysical and mental illnesses and conditions discovered by the screening sendees, whether or not such services are covered under the State plan,
I^othing in this subchapter shall be construed as limiting providers of early and periodic screening, diagnostic,
and treatment services to providers who are qualified to provide all of the items and services described in the
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previous sentence or as preventing a provider thai is qualified under the plan to furnish one or more (but not all) .
•-of such items or services from being qualified to provide such items and services as part of early and periodic
screening, diagnostic, and treatment sendees. The Secretary shall, noi later than July 1, 1990, and even1 12
months thereafter, develop and set annual participation goals for each State for participation of individuals who
are covered under the State plan under this subchapter in early and periodic screening, diagnostic, and treatment
services.
(s) Qualified disabled and working individual

• ••

.••.•.:.:••..::

The term "qualified disabled and worldng individual" means an individual-'

(

(1) who is entitled to enroll for hospital insurance benefits .under part A of subchapter XVHI-ofthis chapter
under section I395i-2a of this title;
...
. . . . . . . . . . . .......
- • . . " , ; ..i.. ..... ....
(2) whose income (as determined under section -l'3S2a of.this"title for .purposes 6'f the supplemental security;-.'
-income program) does not exceed 200 percent, of the 'official poverty line (as defined by .the "Office of Manage-',
ment and Budget and revised annually in accordance with section .9902(2).of this title) applicable>tpa family..
of the size involved;
(3) whose resources (as determined under section 13S2bof this' title for' purposes" of the supplemental security ..
income program) do not exceed twice the maximum amount of resources that an individual or a couple (in the
case of an individual with a.spouse) may have and obtain benefits for supplemental security income benefits
under subchapter XVI of this chapter; and
(£) who is not otherwise eligible for medical assistance under this subchapter.
(t) "Primary care case management sendees", "primary ^care case manager", "primary care^casemanagement- . .
contract", and "primary care" defined
(1) The term "primary care case management services" means case^management related services (including loc- .
atog,"'cdbrdinatingV.'arid monitoring of health care sendees) provided by a primary care case manager under a
primary care case management contract. "
(2). The term "primary care case manager" means any of the following that provides sendees of the type de" scribed in paragraph '(!') under a contract-referred to in such paragraph:
(A) A physician, a physician group practice, or an entity employing or having other arrangements" with physicians to provide such services.
(B) At State option(i) a nurse practitioner (as described in subsection (a) (21) of this section);
(ii) a certified nurse-midwife (as defined in section 1395>:(gg) of this title); or
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(iii) a physician assistant (as denned in section 13G5x(aa) (5) of this title).
(3) Tne term "primary care case management contract" means i contraci beiween a primary care case-manager .
and a State under which the manager undertakes to locate, coordinate, and monitor covered primary care (and
such other covered services as may be specified under the contract; to all individuals enrolled with-the manager,
and which—
(A) provides for reasonable and adequate hours.of operation, including 24-hour availability of information, referral, and treatment with respect to medical emergencies;
(B) restricts enrollment to individuals residing sufficiently near a service delivery site of the manager to-be
able to reach that site within a reasonable time using available and affordable modes of Transportation;
(C) provides for arrangements with, or referrals to, sufficient numbers of physicians and other .appropriate
•health care professionals to ensure that sendees under the contract can be furnished to enrollees promptly-and
without compromise to quality of care;
(D) prohibits tecrimination on the basis of health status or requirements for health care services in enrollment, disenrolhnent, or reenroliment of indixdduais eligible for medical assistance under this subchapter;.
(E) provides for a right for an enrollee to terminate enrollment in accordance with section 1396u-2(a)(4) of
this title; and
(F) complies with the other aDplicable provisions of section l396u-2 of this title.
(£) For purposes of this subsection, the term "primary care,! includes all health care services custornarify
provided in accordance with State licensure and certification laws and .regulations, and all laboratory services
customarily provided by or "through, a general practitioner /.family" medicine physician, internal -medicine "physician, obstetrician/gynecologist, or pediatrician.

(u) Conditions for State plans•

'-• "

•

..,•' - r •:.'

(1) The conditions described in this paragraph for a State planare as "follows:" /
(A) The State is complying with the requirement of section 13G7ee(d) (!) of this title.

..."

(B) The plan provides for such reporting of ..information about expenditures a n d ^ o n e n t s attributable to the
operation of this subsection as the Secretary deems necessary in order to carry out the-fourth sentence of subsection (b) of this section.
"'V.'.'.
/'v
(2) (A) For purposes of subsection (b) of mis section, the expenditures described in this subparagraph are expenditures for medical assistance for optional targeted low-income children described in subparagraph (B).

(B) For purposes of tins paragraph, the term "optional targeted low-income child'' means a targeted low-income
child as defined in section I397jj (b)(1) of this title (determined without regard to that portion of subparagraph
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(C)~ of such section concerning eligibility for medical assistance under this subchapter) who would not qualify
for medical assistance under the State plan under this subchapter as in effect on March 31. 1997 (bui talcing into
account the expansion of age of eligibility effecied .through the .operation of section 139ua(l)(l).(D)) of this title.
Such term excludes any child eligible for medical assistance oniy by reason of section 1396ala)(lO)lA)(ii}(XIX)
of this title.
....
(3) For purposes of subsection (b) of this section, the expenditures described in this paragraph are expenditures
•formedical assistance for children who are bom before October 1,19B3, and who-would be described in section:
-1396a(l).tl) (D) of this title if they'had -been-bom on- or after- Such date, -and who •are-not eligiblefor-such.assist- • •
_.ance under the State plan under this subchapter based an such State plan as in effect as of March 31, 1997.
.(4) The limitations on payment under subsections, {fj anci.(g) .of. section',1308 of .this title shall not apply" to. Fed-,...
era] pa3*ments made under, section 1396b (a)(1) -of this title'based-on an enhanced FMAP described-in section •
/:
:
: :
.1397ee(b) of this title.
• ••":'•'•}}}.'"
:• "•;."•.•;" \m
;
:/.S^.A^7 \'::.: -^'::.'/ -'
(v) "Employed individuals with a medically improved disabili^'" Jdefined ,.

_

"..'......'.•

(1) The term " employed individual with a medically improved disability* means, an individual who .
(A.) is at least 16, but less than 65, years of age;
(B) is employed (as defined in paragraph (2)).;
(C) ceases to be eligible formedical assistance under section 1396a{a)(10)(A)(ii)(XV) of this title because the
_~_L _ __ individual, by reason of medical improvement, is determined at the time of a regularly scheduled continuing
disability review to no longer be eligible for benefits under section 423(d) or 13B2c(a) (3) of this title; and
•••.----

•- (Discontinues to have a severe medically determinahle impairment, as determined under regulations of the
:
-Secretary.
..._....._ _ . „ . . / (2) For purposes of-paragraph (1), an..individual is'considered to be "employed" if the individual'
(A) is earning at least the applicable minimum wage requirement under section 206 of Title.29 .and working.at
least 40 hours per month; or
-.,:'" .".(B)-is engaged in a work effort that meets substantial and reasonable threshold criteria for hours of work,
wages, or other measures, as defined by-the State and approved by the Secretary.
(w) "Independent faster care adolescent" defined
(1) For purposes of this subchapter, the term "independent foster care adolescent" means an individual—
(A) who is under 21 years of age;
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(B) who, or. the individual's 18th birthday, was in foster care under the responsibility .of.a StatE; and
(C) whose assets, resources, and income do not exceed such levels, (if any; as the .State may .establish consistent with paragraph (2).
(2) The levels established b}' a State under paragraph (1)(C) may no* be less than .the corresponding levels appiied by the State under section 1396u-l (b) of this title.

(3) A State may limit the eligibility of -independent foster care adolescents under section
l396a(a)(10)(A).(ii)(X\1I) of this title to those individuals with .respect to whom foster care maintenance payments or independent living sendees were fimaished under a program funded under part E. of 'subchapter IV of
this chapter [42 U.S.C.A. § 670 et seqj before the date the individuals anained IS years of age.

(x) For purposes of subsection (a) (27) of. this section, the strategies, treatment, and sendees .described in thai
subsection include the following:

(1) Chronic blood transfusion '(with deferoxamine .chelation) tcprevent stroke, in individuals with .Sickle Cell
:
Disease who have been identified as being at high risk for stroke.
"
'
(2) Genetic counseling and testing for individuals with Sickle:Cell Disease or the sickle cell trait to allow
health care professionals to trea: such individuals and to prevent symptoms of Sickle Cell Disease.'
(3) Other treatment and sendees to prevent individuals who have Siclde Cell Disease and who have had z
stroke from having another stroke.
(y). Increased FMAP for medical assistance for newh r eligible mandatory mdrvidiials
(1) Amount of increase
Notwithstanding subsection (b), the Federal medical assistance percentage for a State'that is one Df the 50
-States or the District of Columbia, with respect;to amounts expended by such State for medical assistance for
newry eligible individuals described in subclause (\rin) of section I396a(a)(10)(A}{i) of this title, shall be
equal t o (A) 100 percent for calendar quarters in 2014, 2015, and 2016;
(B) 95 percent for calendar quarters in 2017;
(C) 94 percent for calendar quarters in 201B;

- . ... .-•
"••;

.:. -..

•-••••.•••

(D) 93 percent for calendar quarters in 2D1B; and
(E) 90 percent for calendar quarters in 2G20 and each year thereafter.
(2) Definitions
In this subsection:
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(A) Newh' eligible
The term "newly eligible*' means, with respect to an individual described in subclause (VIII) of section
1396a fa)U0V(A).(i) of this title, an individual .who-is not under .19 years of age tor-such higher age as the
State may have elected) and who, as of December 1, 200B, is not eligible, under the State, plan or under a
waiver of the plan for full benefits or for benchmark coverage described in subparagraph (A), (B)t or {Cj of
section 1396u-7(b)'(l) of this title or.benchmark equivalent coverage described in section 1396u-7 (b)(2) of
this title that has an aggregate actuarial value thai is at least actuarially equivalent to benchmark coverage
described in subparagraph (A), (B). or (C) of section 1396u-7(b)(i} of this title, or is eligible but not en-.
rolled (or is on a waiting list) for such benefits or coverage through a'••waiver under "the" plan that has' a'"'
capped or limited enrollment that is full.
(B) Full benefits
The term "full benefits" means, with respectto 3ri^$^,d^,;AejEUc^.^sisiaii.ce fbrail.seiyicesrcovered.un- \, . : .
der the State plan under this subchapter that isnot lessin ^amount .duration, or scope,' or is "determined- by the; "
Secretary to be substantially-equivalent, to --the'medical -assistance; available for ;aii mdhadual/described" :in ..'.'"•
section 1395a(a) (10) (A) (i) of this title.
...•••
fe) Equitable support for certain States

.._„...,... : ; .

(1)(A) During the period that begins on January 1, 2014, and ends on-December 31, 2015, nom'ithstanding sub-. ...
section (b), the Federal medical assistance percentage otherwise determined under subsection "(b) with respectto
a fiscal year occurring during thai period shall be increased by 2*2 percentage points for any Stare described in'
subparagraph (B) for amounts expended for medical .assistance .for individuals who are not newly eligible (as
defined in subsection (y)(2)) individuals described in subclause (VIII). of sectionl396a(a)(10)(A)(il of this title.
(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), a State described in this subparagraph is" a State that(i) is an expansion .State described in paragraph (3);

...,.._ .

.*_

(ii) the Secretary determines will-not receive any pa}inents under this subchapter on the basis of an. increased
Federal medical assistance percentage under subsection (y) for expenditures for medical assistance for newly
eligible individuals .(as_so_defined); and
(in) has not been approved by the Secretary to divert a portion of the DSH allotment for a State to the costs of
providing medical assistance or other health benefits coverage under a. waiver that is in effect on July 2009.
(2) (A) For calendar quarters in 2014 and each year thereafter, the Federal medical assistance percentage otherwise determined under subsection (b) for an expansion State described in paragraph (3) with respect to medical
assistance for individuals'described in section 1395a (a) (lQ)-(A)(i) (VIII) of this title who are nonpregnant childless adults with respect to whom the State may require enrollment in benclimark coverage under section 1396u-7
of this title shall be equal to the percent specified in subparagraph (B) (i) for such year.
(B) (i) The percent specified in this subparagraph for a State for a year is equal to the Federal medical assistance
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percentage- (as defined in the first sentence of subsection (b)} for the State increased by c number of percentage
points equal to the transition percentage {specified in clause (ii) for die year) of the number of percentage points
by which-(I) such Federal medical assistance percentage for die State, is less than

•

(II) the. percent specified in subsection (y) (1) .for the year.

"'••"-

(ii) The transition percentage specified in this clause for—

' (I) 2014 is 50 percent;
ODD 2015 is BO percent;

.

.

.

•

. (HI) 2016 is 70 percent;
(TV) 2017 is 80 percent;
(V) 20IB is 90 percent; and
(\IT) 2019 and each- subsequent year is 100 percent.
(3) A State is an expansion State if, on March 23, 2010, the/State - offers vheaifh"benefits coverage statewide to
parents and nonpregnant., chiidiess adults whose income is at least 100 percent of the poverty line, that includes
inpatient hospital services, is not dependent on access to employer coverage, employer •contribution, or employment and is not limited to premium assistance, hospital-only benefits, a high deductible health plan, or alternative benefits under a demonstration program authorized under section 1395u-8 of this titie. A State that offers
health benefits coverage to only parehts^dr only nonpregnant chiidiess adults described"-in die preceding sentence
shall not be considered to be an expansion State. ...
(aa)[I) "Notwithstanding subsecdon_(b)/.beginnmg January71,-201:1, me Federal medical assistance percentage
for a fiscal year" for a disaster-recovery FMAP adjustment State shall be equal to the follo^dng:
(A) In the case of the first fiscal year (or part of a fiscal year) for which this subsection applies to the State,
the Federal medical assistance percentage determined for the fiscal year without regard to this subsection, subsection (y), subsection (z), and section 10202 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, increased by
50 percent of the number of percentage points by which the Federal medical assistance percentage determined
for the State for the fiscal year without regard to this rsubsection, subsection (y), subsection (z), and" section"
10202 of the'Patient Protection and Affordable 'Care Act, is less than the Federal medical assistance percentage determined for the State for the preceding fiscal year after the application of only subsection (a) of section
5001 of Public Law 111-5 (if applicable to Hhe preceding fiscal year) and .without regard to this subsection,
subsection (y), and subsections (b) and (c) of section 5001 of Public Law 111-5,
(5) In the case of die second or an}r succeeding fiscal year for which this subsection applies to the State, die
Federal medical assistance percentage determined for the preceding fiscal year under tins subsection for die

)
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Staie, increased by 25 percent of the number of percentage points by which the Federal medical assistance
percentage determined for the State for tiie fiscal year without regard 10 this subsection, subsection \y), subsection (z), and section 10202 of the Patiem Protection and Affordable Care Act, is less than the Federal medical assistance percentage determined for the State for the preceding fiscal year under this subsection,
(2) In this subsection, the term "disaster-recovery FMAP adjustment State" means a State that is one of the 50
States or the District of Columbia, for which, at any time during the preceding 7 fiscal years, the President has
declared a major disaster under section 401 of the Robert T. 'Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance
Act and determined as a result of such disaster that every county or parish in .the State warrant individual and
public assistance or public assistance from the Federal Government under such Act and-for whieh-(A) in the case of the first fiscal year (or part of a fiscal year) for which this subsection applies to the State, the
- Federal medical -assistance percentage determined- for -the 'State-for the fiscal .year- without regard to this-sub-: .-.• .-.. •.«.
section, subsection (y), subsection, (z), and sec&0n-4O.2G2::of .the Patient Protection and Affordable Care; Act/.is-r.",... * ";•""..'
less than the Federal medical assistance percentage/d^ennined. for .the'State''for me preceding fiscal year'after ..\./: .. ,\ /;.;_.
the application of only subsection (a) of section-5Q01 rjf Public:LaW HI?5;'(if ^pplicable;t6"to.preteding fisc- *"
al year) and without regard to this subsection, subsection- (y), and-subsections (b) and -(c) of section 5001 of .
Public Law 111-5, by at leasi 3 percentage, points; and . . .
(B) in the case of the second or any succeeding fiscal year" for 'which "this subsection applies to the State, the *
Federal medical assistance percentage determined for the State for the fiscal year without regard to this subsection, subsection (y), subsection (z), and section 1Q202 of the.Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, is
less than-the Federal medical assistance percentage determined for the State for the preceding fiscal year under this subsection by at least 3 percentage points.
(3) The. Federal medical assistance percentage determined for a.disaster-recovery FMAP adjustment State under
paragraph (1) shall apply for purposes of this subchapter-(other man with respect to disproportionate share hospital pa3T:nents described in section 1396r-4 of this title and payments under this subchapter that are based on the...
enhanced ..FMAP described in 1397ee{b) of this title {FN7] -and shall not apply with respect to .payments under '
-subchapter IV of this chapter (other than under part- E of subchapter IV of this chapter) or--payments .under. ..
subchapterX>3"of^his chapter.
-••
.
.^ . ' • . ..rA±- -*-..* : .
(bb) (1) For purposes of this subchapter, the term ''counseling and pharmacotherapy for cessation of tobacco-use
by pregnant women" means diagnostic, therapy, and counseling sendees .and .pharmacotherapy ..(including the
coverage of prescription and nonprescription tobacco cessation agents approved by the Food and Drug Adminis- ..
tration) far cessation of tobacco use by pregnant women who use tobacco products or who are being treated for
••--•--••'- xobacco use that is 'furnish ed— ••'--'
...
.. •'•-•..:
(A) by or undgr the supervision of a physician; or

.

(B) by any other health care professional who(i) is legally authorized to furnish such sendees under State law (or the State regulatory mechanism
provided by State law) of the State in which the services are furnished; and
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(ii) .is authorized ID receive pa5nnent for other services under tins subchapter or is designated by the Secret- •
ary for this purpose.
(2) Subject to paragraph (3), such term is limited to—
(A) services reconrmended with respect to pregnan: women in 'Treating Tobacco Use and Dependence: 200B
Undate: A Clinical Practice Guideline', published by the Public Health Service in May-2Q0E, -or any sub- • ••
sequent modification of such Guideline; and
(B) such-other sendees that the Secretary recognizes to be effective, for cessation of tobacco use by pregnant
women.
(3) Such term shal] not include coverage for "drugs or biologicals thai are not otherwise covered under this • vsubchapter.

(cc) Requirement for certain States

.

/.;..'.

...:•''....'':/~".,i-r-,--..-

Notwithstanding subsections (y), (2), and (aa), in the case of a State that requires political subdivisions within
the State to contribute toward the non-Federal share of expenditures required under the State plan under section
lS9oa(a) (2) of this title, the State shall not be eligible for an increase in its Federal medical assistance percentage under such subsections if it requires that political subdivisions pay'a greater percentage of 'the •non-Federal
share of such exnenditures, or a greater nercentage ofthe-non-Federal share/of pa\Tiients"under-sectionT336r-4
of this title, than the respective percentages that would have been required byr the State under the State plan under this subchapter, State law, or both, as in effect on December 31, 2009, and without regard-to any- such increase. Voluntary contributions by a politics] subdivision to the non-Federal share of expenditures under the
State plan under this subchapter or to the non-Federal share of pH\Tnents under section 1395r-4 0: this tittle, shall
not be considered to be required contributions for purposes, of this subsection. The treatment of voluntary contributions, and the treatment of contributions required by a State under the ..State plan under this subchapter, or
State law, as provided by this subsection, shall also apply to the increases in the Federal medical assistance percentage under section 5001 of the American Recovery and Reihvesuneht Act 01 2OT97 " - . . . : . ~
•"...-..

(dd) Increased FMAP for additional -expendituresjoriprimai^^ care sendees.;

. ' . . ; • ; .

- ;

Notwithstanding subsection (b), with respect to the portion of the amounts expended for medical assistance "for
sendees described in section I395a(a) (13) (C) of this-title furnished on-or after January 1, 2013,. and before January 1, 2015., that is attributable to the amount by .which the minimum .pa}^ment rate required under such section
(or, by application, section 1396u-2(f) of this, title) exceeds -the payment rate -applicable to such sendees under
the State plan as of July 1, 2009, the Federal medical assistance percentage for a State that is bneof the 50'
States or the District of Columbia shall be equal to 100 percent. The preceding sentence does not prohibit the
p a r e n t of Federal financial participation based on the Federal medical assistance percentage for amounts in excess of those specified in such sentence.

CREDIT(S)
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(to* 14 1935 c 531 Title XK. § 1905, as added July 30, 1965. Pub.L. B&-97. Title 1. § 121 (a). 7B Sta, 351.
Ind a i n ed a,"
96 . Pub.L. 90-248. Title II, §5 230, .233,241 (f, (6). 248(e). Title D L i 3Q2(a),. 1 Sta,
•905 7tf 919 92V Dec 28 1971, Pubi.. 92-223, § 4(a), 85 Sta,-.809; Oct 30,1972,Tub.L. 92-603.Title II. S §
S . 247bi t ^ m m Z l i o (23), 280, 297(a), 299,299B.299E(b), 299L,86Sta,l384,1425. 1452 to
\ 5 H59 t o , ' i m 46 Dec. 31. 1973. Pub.L. 93-233, §§ I3(a)(13) to (18), 1BW. WC7) .0 (rt) Jy,0) 87
Sm 963 96° 972 973; Sept. 30.1976, Pub.L. 94-437, Title IV.•§ 402(e). 90 Sta, 1410; Dec. 13 197 . Pub.L.
•
S l C § 2W (W Bl Stat. 1488; June 13.1978, Pub.L. 95-292. § 8(a), (b), 92Sta, 316; Oct. 19 198C PubL.
96 47* I 8W M" S « 22BB- Dec. 5, 1980, Pub.L. 96-49S, Title K , § 965(a). 94 Sta, 2651; Aug. 13. 1981,
S ^ 9 7 - 3 5 ) ™ e S m § l 2162(a)(2). 2172(b),. 95 Sta, 806, 8 0 , ^ . f ^ ^ f
^ f f
.
136(c) 137(b)(17) (IB), (f), 96 Stat. 376. 379.381; July 18,1984, Pub.L. 98-369, DnvB, T i t l e d §§2,3o(f).
4 2 n t 2361 W 2371 a 2373(b) (IS-)'to (20).:9B Sta,-1.091,1093, 1104,-iUO, 1112; Apr. 7.1.986. .Pub.L.- •
S ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ S S W . « 1 1 « \ « > Stat.201 2 0 , 212; ^ f t ™ * ™ ™ *
.
55 9403(b) (d) (g)(3), 9404(b). 9408(c)(1), 9435ft)(2). lOOSta, 2053,.2054..20p6 205L.207QPet 22.J9KU...
f n b f 995 4

1 ^ 4

^

^

^ 3 0 1 4 6 1330 47 1330-152 1330-159, 1330-204 :t6*330,206;Uay,l, 1MB. Pub±.;l00-360..TitleTH.-g o!iTl98fpub"w

?m3 i o 2 I m ^
02 S ^ 38^' Dec 13 989 Pub.L. 101-234. W t t S 201(b) ,"103'Stat. 19Bl;"Dec. .19, 1BBB; Pub.L.
m S N S e V i 402(cKri 6403(a). (c). (d)(2). 6404(a), (b), 6405(a), 6408(d)(2), (4)(A). (B). 103 Sta,
2 61 x ' S
226i 2269 l L 5. IBM. Pnh-L. 101-508, Title IV. §§ 4402(d)(2), .4501(a). (c). (e)(1).
4 6 0 i J c a ^ S ' (d) (e)(D. 4705(a), 4711(a). 4712(a), 4713(b), 4717, 4719(a), 4721(a). 4722,
1 5
(A) £ * L 1 3 8 - 63 0 1388-166,1388-172, 1388-174.1388-187,1388-191,1388-193, 1388-194,
S s S W ' I t 1 0 S P u b L . 103-66, Title x m . §§ 13601(a). 13603(e). 13605(a), 13606(a). 13631(f)(2),
S m 1 0 7 ^ 2 ' 12 613.'620, 621, 644, 645; Aug. 15/1994, Pub.L. 103-296, Titlel, i lOSWMJ) (3) 108 Stat
S«fi fw i r 1996 P u b l 04-299 § 4(b) (2). 110 Stat 3645; Aug. 5. 1997. Pub.L. 105-33, Title IV.. S§
^ l ^ m i ^ ^ m ^ m ^ ^ ( b X D . 4732(b), 4802(a)(1), 4911(a). I l l Stat 494. 508, 509,
So
8
38 S / C S g i W i l . 105-100. Title 1. § 162(1), (2). I l l Stat 2188; Nov. 29.,1999,
• i s m A ^B7 1501A-398- Dec 14 1999, Pub.L. 106-169. Title. I , § 121(a)(2). (c)..(l),.113.Stat-l829, Dec 17.
- S S Z l . iTm^
T S n § 201(a (2)((B).(C), 113 Stat 1B94; Oct24,2000, Pub.L. I06r354. § 2(a)(4),
S
K
^
™3A-57S,2763A-581, 2763A-5S4; Oct.,22, 2004. Pub L. 1 08-357. Title
• xm f n l f l 1) 1 8 ' t o 1558- *eb.' 8, 2006. Pub.L. 109-171. Title VI. §'6062(c)(2). 120 Stat 98;.July la..
i
Pub L I 0 275 me 1 5 1*12, I B (a), 122 Stat 2503, 2507; Mar.23. 2010, Pub.L. 111-148. Title II, §§
M ^ ® ™ ^ ™ *
™^
2302(a). 2303(a)(4)(A), 2304. 2402(d)(2)(Bpi.e IV § 4107(a),
M e t:^'S(c)
124 L
272, 275. 279, 284, 292 to 294. 296. 304, 560. 918; Mar. 30, 2010. Pub.L.
111-152, Title 1, §§ 1201,1202(b). 124 Stat 1051.1053.)
[FN1] So it, original. Probably means the subsec. (aa) of 42 U.S.C.A. § 1396a relating to certain breast
or cervical cancer patients.
[FN2] So in original. Probably should be V .
IFN3] So in original. Probably should be clause W .
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[FN4j So in original. The comma probably should be a period.
[FN5] So in original. Probably should be "or section".
[FN61 So in original. The phrase "or 1396a(a)(lO)(E)(iii)" probably should appear after 'of such.paragraph".
[FN7] So in original, Probably should read "section 1397ee(b) of this title",
AMENDMENT OF SUBSECTION (A) (13)
<Pub.L. 111-148, Title IV;"§ 4106(a), (c), Mar. 23, 2010, 124 Stat. 559, 560, provided that, effective
Jan. 1, 2013, subsection (a) (13) of this section is amended to read as foliows:>
<(13) other diagnostic, screening,-preventive, and rehabilitative sendees, including—>
<(A) any clinical preventive services that are assigned a grade of A or B by the United. States "Preventive Services Task Force;>
<(B) with respect to an adult individual, approved vaccines recommended by tiie Advisory ;Cpnmaittee on Immunization Practices (an advisory committee established 'by the Secretary, acting through
•the Director.of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) ..and their administration; and>

<(C) any medical or remedial sendees (provided in a facility, a home, or other setting) recommended
by a physician or other licensed practitioner of the healing arts within the scope of their practice nn-.
der State lav;, for the maximum reduction of physical or mental disability and restoration of an individual to the best possible functional level;> ...

•"•.AMENDMENT OF SUBSECTION'.(B)

--•'•••••-• y-:-::^':

•.•-...-.•.:•..•:.••••...••.•

<Pub.L. 111-348, Title II, § 2005(c), Mar. 23, 2010, 124 Stat. 284, provided that, effective July 1/2011,
the first sentence of subsection (b) of this section, is amended by striidng "shall be 50 per centum" and .
inserting ,:shall be 55 percent".>
"•"••.'

<PubX. 111-148, Title IV. § 4105(b), (c). Mar. 23, 2010, 124 Stat 559/'SBO/providied'-thai, effective'
Jan. 1, 2013, subsection (b) of this section, as amended by sections 2001(a) (3) (A) and 2004(c)(1), is
amended in the first sentence—>

<(1) by striidng ", and (4)" and inserting \ (4)"; and>

<(2) by inserting before the period the following: ", and (5) in the case of a State that provides medical
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assistance for services and vaccines described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of subsection (a)(13), and
prohibits cost-sharing for such services and vaccines, the Federal medical assistance percentage, as determined under this subsection and subsection :(y) (without regard to paragraph (1)(C) of such subsection),-shall be increased by 1 percentage point with respect to medical assistance for such services and.
vaccines and for items and sendees described-in subsection (a)(4) {D)\>
.. .
2010 Acts. PubJL 111-148, Title II, § 2005(c)(2), Mar. 23, 2010, 124 Stat. 284, as amended PubJL 111-152,
Title 1, § 1204(b)(2)(B), Mar. 30, 2030, 124 Stat 1056, provided that: "The amendment made by paragraph (1) "
[amending this section] takes effect on July 1, •2011:" •• •
—
'..".•'.'•'-•'"..
.Amendments by Pub.L. 111-148, § 2402(b) through "(fj./talce effect.on the first day of the first fiscal year quarter
that begins after Maxell 23,.2010, see Pub.L. 111-.14.S, §.2.402(g).,..set.out as s note under.42:U.S.C.A. §. 1396a. ~
PubJL. 111-148, Title IV, § 4106(c), Mar. 23, 2010, :l24.Stat-560, provided that: wThe:amendmeTits-made-under ..
this section* Iamending subsecs. (a) (143) and (b) of this section] shall take effect on January 1,' 2013:'"
2000 Acts. PubJL. .106-554, § 1(a)(5) [Title VR; § 709(b)], Dec. 21, 2000,114-Stat. 2763, 2763A-578, provided
that: "The amendment made by subsection (a) [enacting-subset. :(p)(5) af this section].shall take effect l.year-after die date of the enactment of this Aci [Dec. 21/2000], regardless of whether regulations have, been promul-.
gated to carry out such amendment by such date. The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall develop the
uniform application form under such amendment by not later than *9 months after the date of the enactment of
this Act [Dec. 21, 2000].*
Amendment by Pub.L. 106-55O 1(a)(6) [Title IX, § 911(a)(2)], enacting suhsec. (p)(6)_of this section, shall
take effect 1 year-after Dec. 21,2000,'see PubJL 106-554, § 1(a)(6) [TifeLXJ 9il(c)],set out as a note under
section 1320b-14 of this title_1___
Current through PL 111-252" (exciuding P.L. 111-203. 111-240. 111-241. 111-242. Hl-244, 111-248. and
111-249) approved 10-5-10
WestJaw. (C) 2010 Thmnson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt Works.
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42 C.FJFL § 440.70

"(i) Is currently licensed "to practice in -the- State;

Effective: [Sec Text Amendments]

(ii) Receives written orders from the patient's
physician;

Code of Federal Regulations Currentness
Title 42. Public Health
Chapter IV. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
.Services, Department of Health and Human
Services (Refs & Annas)
Subchapter C. Medical Assistance Programs
K
m Pan. 440. Services: General Provisions
{Refs & Annas)
•*! Subpart A Definitions
—f § 440.70 Home health services.
(a) 'Home health sendees" means the sendees in
paragraph (b) of this section that are provided to a
recipient—
* (1) At his place of residence, as specified in
paragraph (c) of this section; and

(2) On his-or her physicians orders as part of-a .
written plan of care that the physician reviews
ever}' 60 days, except as specified in paragraph
(b) (3) of this section. .. __

(b) Home health services include the following ser- '
vices and items. Those listed in paragraphs (b)(1),
(2) and (3)..of this section are required services;
those-in paragraph (b)(4) of this section are optional.

' (1) Nursing service, as defined in the State
Nurse Practice Act, that is provided on a parttime or mterroittent basis by a home health
•agency as -defined in paragraph (d) of this sec' tion, or if there is no agency in the area, a re-,
gistered nurse who~

(iii) Documents the care.and services provided;
and
(iv) Has had orientation to acceptable clinical
and administrative recordkeeping from a health
department nurse.

(2) Home health aide service provided by a
home health agency,

'••,. (3) Medical:,.supplies,..reguipment 2nd. appliances suitable for use in the home.

;

(i) A recipient's need for medical .supplies,
equipment, and appliances must be reviewed
by a physician annually.

(ii) Frequency of further physician -review of a
recipient's- contorting need -for the items is dei£rmihed';on' a case-by-case basis, based on the"
nature of me item prescribed;

(4) Physical therapy, occupational therapy, or
speech pathology 'and. audiology ...senaces,
provided by ahome health agency .or by a facility licensed by the State to provide medical re- .
habitation services. (See § 441.15' of this,
subchapter.)

(c) A recipients place of residence, for home health services, does not include a hospital, nursing facility, or intermediate care facility for .the mentally retarded, except for home health services in an inter-
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mediate care facility for the mentally retarded that
are not required to be provided by the facility under
subpart I of part 483. For example, a registered
nuTse may provide short-term care for a recipient in
an intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded during an acute illness to avoid the recipient's transfer to a nursing facility.
(d) "Home health agency^ means a public or private
agency or organization., or part of an agency or or- ganization, that meets requirements for participation in Medicare, including the capitalization requirements under § 489.28 of this chapter.

5,1998]
SOURCE; 43 FR 45224, Sept. 29, 1978; 51 FR
41338, Nov, H, 198.6, unless otherwise noted.
AUTHORITY; Sec. 1102. of the Social Security Act
(42ILS.C. 1302).
42 C. F. R. § 440.70, 42 CFR§ 440.70'"
Current through"September 30,2010; 75 FR 60371
© 2010 Thomson Reuters
END OF DOCUMENT

(e) A "facility licensed by the State to provide medical rehabilitation services" means a facility that(1) Provides therapy services for the primary
purpose of assisting in the rehabilitation of disabled individuals .through an integrated program of—
(i) Medical evaluation and services; and
(ii) Psychological, social, or vocational evaluation and services; and
(2) Is operated under competent medical supervision either—
(i) In connection .with a hospital; or
(ii) As .a.facility in which~aH medical and related health services are prescribed by or under
the direction of individuals licensed to practice
medicine or surgery in the State.
[43 FR 45224 Sept 23,1978, as amended at 45 FR
"24888, April 11, 1980; 62 FR 47902, Sept. 11,
1997; 62 FR 49726, Sept 23, 1997; S3 FR 310, Jan.

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. S & l a t o to Orig. US Gov. Works,
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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42 C.F.R. E441.15

nursing facility services are provided under the

c

plan.
Effective: [See T e n Amendments]

Code of Federal Regulations Currentness
TitLe 42. Public Health
Chapter IV. Centers for Medicare £1 Medicaid
.Sendees, Department of Health and Human
'Sendees [Reis &. Annos)
Subchapter C. Medical Assistance .Programs
Kfj Part 441. Services: Requirements and
Limits Applicable to Specific Sendees
•(Refs EL Annos)
vT
^ji Subpart A. General Provisions

(c)'The eligibility7 of s recipient to receive home
health services does not depend on.his need for or.
discharge from institutional care.

(d) The agency providing home .health sendees
meets the capitalization requirements included in §
4B9.2B of this chapter.

{43 ppv 45229, Sept 29, 197.8, as amended at 45 FR
24889, April 11,19B0; G3 FR 310, Jan. 5,199B]

-H- § 441.15 Home health services..
With respect to the services defined in § 440.70 of . .
this subchapters a State plan must provide that- -'•-;-;•

(a) Home health sendees include., as a minmiurn—

(1) Nursing sendees;

SOURCE: 43. FR 45229, Sept. 29, 1978; 51 FR
•:41H38.,..Nov. .14,19B6/unless otherwise noted. .

AUTHOPITY: "Sec.: 1102 of the ' Social SecurityAct, (42 ILS.C. 13G2).

•42 CF-R..-§ 441.15. 42'CFR-§ 441.15
Current through September 30, 2Q10;.75.FR 5D'37.l7-

(2) Home health aide sendees; and

(3) Medical .supplies, equipment, and appli-

©2010 Thomson Reuters."...END' OF'DOCUMENT

ances.
(b) The agency provides home"health sendees to—

(1) Categorically needy recipients age 21 or
over;

(2) Categorically needy recipients under age
'21, if the plan provides sldlled nursing facility
sendees for them; individuals; and

(3) Medically needy recipients to whom skilled
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Utah Department of Health
DA\'lUK.SUNf>\VALUK-l.l.>
Rxrcutivc Uuvnur

m.

Division of Medicaid and Health Financing
•MICHAEL HALES

Dirvriw

State of Utah
GARY K. HERBERT
Gtnvnmr
GREG BELL
LiaitUinam Guvemnr

NICHOLAS CONLEY AND
PATTYQLGUIN,

Petitioners
)

vs.

')

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
DIVISION-OF MEDICAID AND HEALTH
FINANCING.,
Respondent.

FINAL AGENCY ORDER
•Case Nasi TMJ56-23 and
• • 10-061--13 • '"".'

)
;:) ...

3T-

TP YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH THIS DECISION, YOU MAY REQUEST A
p p r a S ^ S o N F R O U THE DIRECTOR OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING. . . . . . .
^ ^ ^ Q 0 ) D S S AFTER THIS DECISION IS SIGNED:. IF YOU WOULD
S r o ^ S ™ D E c W . Y O U MAY FILE A PETITION IN THE' UTAH
m U R ^ O ^ P ^ I l w T H I N THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THIS DECISION IS
S S
IF^OT DECIDEFrO APPEAL, YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED. TO ASK FOR A
- S S S r W H O U
MAY DO SO IF YOU TOSHJF YOU.HAVE
QUESTIONS, CALL (801) 538-6406.
Tne enclosed Recommended Decision has been reviewed'pursn^t to Ulan Code Ann. 63.G-4SplTindUtah Adrnin. CodePv410-T4..
- I hereby adopt R e c o r d e d Decision Nos. 10-KM3 and 10-061-13 m their entirety.
EIGHT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW
w»w„ ™™v P01 mvs a t e the date that ftis Final Agency Order is issued, von may file a
S
X
V
*
•*» reconsideration must state the a2f offici2und S upon wrach rebef
f s " e d The fibi of such areques, is not a prerequisite for seetat- judtcta) review.

/ t $

ITTAM DEPA11TMENT OP

2K8 Nortli l 4 j 0 ^ s t - Sail Lake City. UT
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Telephone: SOI-536-6406 * Facsimile: 801-53&-6412 • www.heLfULinah.gov

Judicial review ma}'' be secured by filing a petition in-fht Utah Conn of Appeals within thirty
(30) days of the issuance of this Final Agency Acuon or, if a requesi for reconsideration is
filed and denied, within Mrty (30) days of the denial for reconsideration. The petition -shall be
served upon the Director of Health Care Financing and shall -state the specific grounds upon
which review is sought. Failure to file .such a petition within the 30-day tune limit may
.constitute a waiver of any right to appeal the Final Agency Order.
A copy of this Final Agency Order shah be sent to Petitioner or representative at the last
known -address by certified mail, return receipt requested.

DATED this

/>M/

da?
day of May 2010

BY:
Michael Hales, Director
Division of Medicaid and Health Financing
""UTAH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH'
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UTAH DEPARTMENT .OF HEALTH
DIVISION OF MEDICAID AND HEALTHJINANCING
STATE OF UTAH
0O0

NICHOLAS CONLEY and •
PATTY OLGUIN,
Petitioners,

—

:
.._
•

v

-

•

'

-

.:.-^COJO&ENDED DECISION'
. ^
' Casenumbers 10-056-03,
10-061-13

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
±i£

—

^

" • ' • ", +
Respondent

-

Adininistfative Law Judge
•"• .

BACKGROUND ••>...••.- • -•.-•

"r

-*:-::

•

The above named cases w e initiated with notices of agency action from the Utah .
• JZ ^™**cm
of H~alth Care Financing, Bureau,of Program Integrity, stating
S 5 S S £ S £ £ Z ^ £ £ £ l N i c h o l a s ^ and Patty Olgum were denied
fl^tmi^Sfeev
were not a covered benefit-under Utah's Medicaid program.- The .denial-.
S t ^ c f e d t ^ w t u S o n Control, of me Utah Administrative Rules. Timely -quests_.
S h ^ w e r e submitted and during a prehearing conferehce-call on M a r c h , 1 , 2010 the
S i s ^ e e d S consohdate the two cases .for the purpose of resolving the legal issue,* whether •
• S c d f co"d d S * * requests for speech augmentative, ooxrmim^on d e , ^ b a s e d upon...
to Petition^ a S - ^ «
™ bliefed b y ^
^ * ° ^ ^ V ^ * * *
S t i o n ^ d D ^ d M c K n i g h t , -rmsel for Respondent 1 h e U t ^ ^

.bom _

APPLICABLE LAW AND REGULATIONS
Medicaid programs are a cooperative: endeavor between' the state and federal
jyieaacaiu piu^i.
i"
, would otherwise not be able to meet the cost. •
governments which fund medical aid ^
^
^
^
^
^
the scope and duration of
Each state establishes a plan which sets ^ ^ ^ f J ^ S ' s e t f o r £ * the Medicaid

^^^l£Z^^^^^
requirements for benefits as:

^

SPeCi5eS the

1396a(a) Contents
• A State plan for medical assistance must—
(10) provide—

i

-
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(A) for making medical assistance available, moiudmgai least the care and services listed
in paragraphs (1 j through (5), (17) and (21) of section 1396c (a) of this title, to— .
(i) all individuals.—
•(I) who are receiving aid or assistance under any plan of the State approved under
subchapter L X, XIV. or XVI of this chapter, or pan A or pan E of subchapter Fv of thus
chapter (including individuals eligible under this subchapter by reason of section 602
.(a)(37)Ji] 606 (h)J1] or 673 (b) of this title, or considered by the State to be .receiving-such
aid as authorized under section 682te)(6)[V]of this title),
(III) who are qualified pregnant women or children as defined hi section 1396d
(n) of this title,...
(D) for the inclusion of home health services for .any individual who, under the State
plan, is entitled to nursing facility services...
(17) .except as provided in subsections (1)(3): (m)(3)5 and (m)(4) of this section, include • • • • • . • ; . reasonable standards ... for determining ehgibiiity for and the extent ofmedieal. assistance .under
thepianwhich
..
••,-, .•....•.-••.•_..•_..-.•...•
(A.) a r e consistent w i t h t h e objectives of this subchapter,
(B) -provide for taidng into account only such income and resources as are; as determined
•in accordance with standards prescribed by the Secretary, available to -the..applicant,or .recipient.. as would notbe disregarded (or ;set;asideiorfetnre;needs).in.;detegnTiiTTTOgMs;eli^i^ .... \
;2nd
for such aid, assistance, or benefits.
'(C) provide forreasonabie evaluation of an}7 such income or resources.::
The sendees listed in §1396a(a)(10) that must be providedto all recipients -are:
i396d(a)
- :- • ••
-.....,...v' ..... , v
..:..y. •_' ''z:::z
(1) innatient hospital sendees (other than services in aminstmition for mental diseases);-;.
(2)
<A:) outpatient hospital sendees,
(B) consistent with State law permitting such sendees, rural health clinic sendees (as
defined in subsection (1)(1). of this section) and any other ambulatory sendees which are offered
by a rural health clinic (as denned in subsection .(1)(1) of this .section) and\whiph .are'.otherwise-; -•
'
included in the plaru and
..
/
. .
.; \ "V.V
'
•..(C) Federally-qualified health center sendce's-.(as..defined in.subsection-.(l)(2) of this • ...
section) and any other ambulatory sendees offered by a Federa^y-qualified health center and
wMch are otherwise included in the plan;
(3) other laboratory and X-ray services;
(4)
(A) nursing facility sendees (other than sendees in an institution for .mental diseases) for
individuals 21 years of age or older;
(B) early and periodic screening, diagnostic, and treatment sendees (as defined-in
subsection (r) of tins section) for individuals who are eligible under the plan and are under the
age of 21; and
(C) family planning services and supplies furnished (directly or under arrangements with
others) to individuals of child-bearing age (including minors who can be considered to be
sexually active) who are eligible under the State plan and who desire such services and supplies;
9
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ra
(4.1 physicians' s * ™ « fuimshcd byAPteBiciai, (.as.dSfin^ p ^tion.1395; (r)i;j of ...
« . t i t l e f w t S L u s h e d i , tta ofite. the paticrf^ome. a bospttal, » " - « * * • O T
^

m S f t o l and u n f e d « ™ »

by » * • * * < t e c r i M ^ f T " "

taU*

^ t o i s b e d by a physician (as defend m.sccuoi, 1395, (DO) of

practitioner...

...

f <*» •

tottle),

./. . *

.§ 1396d* Definitions

items and services:
(1) J^reening sendees—
(2) Vision sendees—
(3) Dental sendees—
((4)
4 ) Hearing
H e a r i n gsendees—
senses-

9

• .-.•;•

.- " .

„„

mn^csen4ces

trea±ment5and..other.measmes

desenb-a in BUDSUAIUU W »*•
irr»afiR* sendees, whether or not such
mental illnesses and conditions discovered by ih~ scr.enm0 s a u u , ^
_
sendees are covered under the State plan.
The applicable sections in the Code-of Federal Regulations are: .
'Jtn"rFB R44fi**>30 Sufficiency-of amount, duration'•andscope.
• • ' .
•
• 5 a l S 7 p l a n ^ sp-ify theamount, duration, and scope of each service dm it provides •
._

"~(T) The categorically needy, and •

^

•

•

•

^

its purpose.

•'•• -

^U;-H^^1V

rienv

OT

reduce the amount, duration, or

(d) The agency may place appropriate hmits on a SSIM
' medical necessity or on utilization control procedures.

At rtm R4« *>01 Individuals included in optional groups.
42 CFR § 4 3 * J H ^ d r u d u a s o p t i o n a l c a t e g o n . a l l y needy any group or
^
S
S
n
individuals who are not receiving cash assistance and who meet
S ^ ^ d S g W H t y criteria for groups specified in the separate sections of this
subpart:
3
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(1) Aged individuals (65 years of age or older);
(2) Blind individuals (as defined 'in § 425.530);
(3) Disabled individuals (as defined in § 435.541);
(4).-individuals under age 21 (ox, at State option, under age 20, 19 r or 18) or
reasonable classifications of-these .individuals;
(5) Specified relatives under section 4'06(b)(l} of the Ac: who have in trier care-an •
individual who is determined t o be dependent (or would v if needy, -be dependent)
as. specified in § 435.510; and
. ...
(6) Pregnant women.

.:..,.,

The Utah Administrative Code states:...
R414-54-3. Services.
.
.......... ......
.'(1) Speech-language pathology services are optional.
.,:...."
(2) Speech-language pathology sendees are limited to sendees described in the Speech— ..
Language Sendees Provider Manual, effective January L. 2010. which^is .incorporated by. .
.....
reference.
.- •:,:*••• ••-••-••
(3)Tlie S p e e c h - L a n g u a g e Sendces ; "Pro\dder Manual specifies fhe-reasonabie and ' ' ••-. • :~r:
appropriate amount duration, and scope ofithe service sufficient to reasonably achieve its ..
'purpose.
"
' ". .: .....'.
'.:.:•'".• 7..:'.-;
. ""'v ' "(4) Speech-language nafhology sendees m a y be provided b y licensed speech-language " pathologists, or SDeech-ianguageTjathology' aides imder'ihesupsn^ision of speech-language
pathologists.
:..;; ;\
,
r
H414-54-4. CJientEiigibiiirj 7 R e q u i r e m e n t s . •"•'"•
(1) Speech-language pathology sendees are available only to clients w h o are pregnant
women or_who are individuals eligible underdie.Eady andPeriodic Screening, Diagnosis and
Treatment Program.
••
•••
•••• ----- ••
-.,—>,,
(2) An individual receiving speech-language pathology services m a y receive speeeh' languagepathology sendees as described -in^eSpeech-LanguageParholo^Ero^dder.-lNianual,-,. - -,,.-.
"(SJAmindi^ddualrecehdng speech-language palnoiogy sendees-rnustm-eet:the-criteria •• •
established in the'Speeeh-Language Pathology Provider Manual and obtain prior approval if
required,
~The Utah Medicaid Provider Manual, Speech-Language'Sendces,provides: '"*'

•:-••••'•-••••; •

Section 5 - 1 General Provisions
This -criteria represents the Medicaid staff determination of "what is medically necessary under
.. EPSDT speech and language sendees. Sendee limits may be expanded to meet the specific
• medical conditions'of a child. '
.
.
1. Speeeh/language services for children with .speech and language disorders must b e
planned and provided b y a licensed speech-language pathologist. AJI sendees must be referred
by a physician. (See 42 C F R 44.110(c)).
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SeCtL n

° SPEBCH AUGMENTATIVE C O l ^ a J N I C A T l O ^ D E V ^ S ^ O K
'""
* J ^ £ £ Z * *
are available only for individuals ^
™
^
.
Screening Dia-nosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) also -known m Utah as Child Health Evaluation
^ d X e tCPffiC) Utah Medicaid will -authorize Speech Augmentative and Alternative
S n S o i t o D i v i o - as speech languagetherapy services whenmedical necessity criteria as
defined in tins document are met.
FINDINGS O^'-FACT ' • • " " '
The mats are not in dispute. B d f r M n W ^ I ^ ^
fecvand while in different format, contain the same niformanon. Those fact statements. « «
hereby adopted for the purposes of this decision.
'• ISSUE'

'; '

..

• ' " . • . ' " . . . • ' .: ..

Was the denial of speech augmentative devices • (hereinafter SACDs) for Patty.glgmn and
ttcbb^ GoSey " U ^ e d i o a i d as non-covsred .benefits because 4 e y are over.21 .years -ox

..;"

'-;••.._":"'

L

••."•.."....'

.TJTAH M1MCAID MOST
MANDATES.

© i & G ^ s i Q K - r — ; -

;

^

C ^ ^
'"•'•'..'

'..'..-.

, ' . . • .. .

_,... 1 3 9 « ^ f « ^ ffl^" , t
Medicaidmder $1396a .tats vrfth ^ Mriatory seven
m
^ = = r ? f ; r ^ r £ m federal requirements for state coverage is the EPSDT program,
services. One of those seven lea-rai req
a v a i l a b l e tt individuals over the age,of-£ £ £ £ £ £

M ^ ' f o u n d

in Tme P 62A .of the Utah Code. MJ4 of the Utah

^ S ^ r p r S s ^ ^ T ^ D f r ^ d ^ s ' ^

the age of , ,

The

54 specifies that the semces ™ ^ £ * * £ £ £ ^ S D T Program." (See R414-54^ ? T T h r S M e d f ^ r ^ " ^ s o states tot "Augmentative Speech Devices are
' •• S L £ T « ^ S * M . for EPSDT." (See Utah Medicaid Provider Manual,
Speech-Language Sendees, page 10.
Armlicable federal law treats children differently from adults. The Code of Federal ;
Applicable leaaai w« u
r-lass^c 0 f individuals winch the states may
Regulations in §435.201 creates several .optional classes oi UQJ

5
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choose to.cover, one of which is individuals under the age of 21. : in addition, trie Medicaid Act
created the EPSDT' program specifically for children .and made it one .of the seven items each
participating state must offer. Two classes of recipients—pregnant women and children—are
singled out to receive more benefits than others in several areas.
"When certain categories of durable medical equipment were restricted by the state of
Missouri and made available only to the blind, other disabled adults, challenged the limitations'.
The Eighth Circuit noted that "Plamtiifs agree that Missouri may lawfully provide additional
benefits only to need}' children and pregnant women.'1*1 Federal district courts have recognized
and approved the Medicaid Act's special treatment of children.
H.

IN STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION, THE MORE SPECIFIC PROVISIONS.
PREVAIL OVER T H E GENERAL PROVISIONS

Petitioners assen that despite the limitations on coverage for an-SACD contained.in the .
Utah Medicaid statutes, rules, and manual, denying coverage for C.onley and Olguin -is
unreasonable and violates mandates contained in the federal Medicaid statiites. Petitioners notethat the Medicaid Act's stated purpose is "to help families and individuals attain or retain
.capability- for independence or self care...." fSee 42 USC-61395). They argue-that there 'cannot • •
bs a rational basis for denial of such an important item to some while providing i t to others.
Can the general statements and priorities contained in the Medicaid Act void the
provisions set forth' in the Act itself, and in Utaif's state plan, -rules and policies? -The general •
legal principle for resolving a conflict between'.two .statutes is that the more specific provision '
will prevail over the more general, -provision. (See Williams v. Public Sendee Coram. Of Utah,
754P.2d4i : 48CUt£hl92S).)
"
~ ',':
r ;/•
. ;:~:-/::'
The Utah Medicaid Provider Manual states ''Augmentative Speech-Devices are -available
only for individuals eligible for EPSDT" 3 EPSDT was created by the Medicaid Act solely for
..... individuals under the age of 21. T e s t a t e plan also limits speech pathology sendees to pregnant
' women and individuals eligible under EPSDT. 4 This limitation is also contained in R414-54-4.
In addition the state plan states that prosthetic devices ma}7 only be prescribed by a licensed
•-' practitioner Within- the scope -of his practice.*1? -Since-only a speech pathologist may .prescribe, a .
SACD. and speechpathoiogysendces .are. only-.available to mdivLduais who- qualify for EPSDT,
both the sendee and. device are specifically limited to those under the age of 21.
Petitioners claim the denial at issue..violates the "reasonable standards" requirement
contained in §1396a(a)(17). However, this subsection is not 'applicable to the issue at hand.' It
addresses financial eligibility such as income and resources, and insures that individuals are not•wrongly denied general assistance on the basis-of their financial standing. It does not reach the
issue of medical eligibility or need, and there is no question that both Petitioners are financially:
qualified to receive Medicaid.
A provision in the Code of Federal. Regulations is also cited by Petitioners in support of
their argument that the denial was improper. 42 CFR §440.230 requires a plan to be sufficient in
1

42 CFR §435.201(4)
Lanlcford v. Sherman, 451 F3d 496; 502 (8th Cir. 2006}
•' Speech-Language Services, page 10.
A
Stare Plan, Attachments 3.1 -A, #7d Page 1: Limitations, subsection 5.
5
State Plan, Attachments 3.1 A, #12c.

2

6
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1
The last BUDS-CUOU oi *
11&cc . ssiw 0 i on utilisation control procedures." .States
service-based on such criteria as medical n ^ s s i j o r m ,
o r i D . o t h e T words, cost. Utah
are Therefore allowed to hunt a « ^ « ^ » ^ £ ^ ^ " t o children, byproviding
Medicaid made a choice to ^ ^ ^ 1 , ^ h i e ^SDT^ro.ram. Since the ability to
•both the underlying service andtoSACDB ° ^ J ™ ^
^ ^ ^ provision," -it is not
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^
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1
^ o m t , duration and scope" ...
procedures. Utah's plan therefore does not violate ra~ amouu,
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in this category.
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medically .necessary. They assert that because, an SA.CD falls withm the general category of
home health care services:, they are mandatory under 42 CFR §44G.70(b]T citing the Tenth Circuit
case Hern v. Beye, 57 F3d 906 (I0Ul Cir. 1995) for this proposition. The Hern facts dealt with
Colorado's statute excluding victims of rape or incest from Medicaid abortion coverage. The
state statute was invalidated as being in conflict with the federal .Hyde Amendment. In addition,
the Conn pointed out that the law impermissibly discriminated against a patient based on her
diagnosis and condition.9 It recognized a "general obligation on states to fund those mandatory
coverage services that are medically necessary," but went on to state that "It ma}7 be that
pursuant to a generally applicable funding restriction or utilization control procedure, a
participating "State could deny coverage for a service heemedmedicahvnecessar3'.in.a.particuiarcase" 1 0
.
•_ I , / , . . ; - .
_.
".
'
\
;
imthe instant case. Utah Medicaid is not discriminating against Olguin .and Cohley on the
basis of their diagnosis or condition. The decision to offer SACDs only to children is a
utilization control procedure that is allowable under the Hem decision.
•
Another case cited by Petitioners in support of this argument was Weaver y. Reagan, 286 .
F.2d 194 (8tb Cir. 1989). Restrictions based on medical condition were struck down by the ••:•
Eighth Circuit after Missouri Medicaid set forth specific medical criteria for .receiving the drug •.
AZT. -The treatment requirements were based on medical history and'thus -violated *42 CFR —
§440.230(c) which prohibits denial of a sendee based on.diagnosis, type of illness or condition.
However, the Court recognized that "'Appropriate limits' [may be'placed] on -a-sendee based on
such criteria as medical necessity or utilization control procedures." J - .
..-,.•-.Neither of these cases requires a state to offer benefits to all when that benefit is included..'
.in the BPSDT program. Both Hern, and Weaver specifically state thai benefits can be denied for - •
the purpose of utilization control. That is the reason, as-stated in the denial letters, that-Utah
'
Medicaid denied the SACDs requested by Petitioners.
IV.

THE FACTS OF THE INSTANT CASE DIFFER F R O M THOSE.IN CASES
CITED BY T H E PETITIONERS: : ' ' " - ^ •'-••;•-••
- ;
- ; • - - . - • . - - ; ; - . — ---

SACDs -are not specifically addressed b y federal .statutes, but .Petitioners cite two federal •
courts that haveTuled that their restriction to minor -clients is inconsistent with the Medicaid Act.
In Fred C. v. Texas Health and Human Services Commission, 988 F, Supp: 1032 :(WT). Tex.
1997 and Hunter v Chilies, 944. R Supp. -914-(SI). Fia. 1996),.the courts determined.that -•because the states "covered durable medical equipment it was unreasonable to restrict'the benefit
only to those under the age of 21. The state plans of Texas and Florida both-offered the. optional
services"" of durable medical equipment or prosthetic' devices, and the courts found that under
those general sendees it was unreasonable to "rely .exclusively on their discretionary decision"1"2
to provide benefits only to those under 21 years of age.
Utah's state plan differs in that it addresses speech pathology sendees and benefits separately and specifically. It resen'es all speech pathology sendees and SACDs to the BPSDT

v

Hern v. Beve, 51 F3d 906, 91Q (10lb Cir. 1995)
'/aT. at 911.
11
Weaver v. Reagan, SS6 F.2d 194, 198 (S0i Cir. 19B9)
12
Fred C at 1036.

,r
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y.

CONCLUSION
The goal of the Meficaid program is to make lives better. ? »
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
.,
• +„^fl, ri*«n^q for Pattv Olefin and Nicholas Cotiley by..
*••••• 1.- The detdal-bf speech augmen^ve ^ ~ ^ P £ > ^ m 2 1
o f a g e TO n o t
• unreasonable' or a-violation' of the Meoi^aiQ JWU
requirement

•

_

mtholo^y sendees or SACDs for adults

3. " S o n s that deal s p e c i a l l y with SACDs a r - j * "
for general categories or definitions within which an SACD could EL

'"**»»*

RECOMMENDED AGENCY ACTION
Based, on the foregoing, the denial by the Medicaid agency is hereby A F ^ M E D . No
further agency action is necessary*-

•
"
*RukR414-54-4,Cueii^^
Section 5-1.

TM i M^;r 5 irl Provider Manual. Speech-Language Sendees
^
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RIGHT TO B£VIEW

• •• ' ••

This Recommended Decision will be automatically reviewed by the Department ofHealth. Division of Healthcare Financing, imor xo its release. Both the Recommended Decision
.and a Final Agency Action, 'which represents Hie results of thai review, will be. released
simultaneously by the Department of Health, Division of Hsaltncare Financing.
Dated this 18th day of May, .2010.

r

1/1J hL
Drew 'Qutnn ' '
Administrative Law Judge
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19 states have codified their SACI) coverage policies through administrative rule:

Arkansas provides SACDs without age restriction as DME. ARK. ADMIN. CODE
016.06.48-212.202 (2010). (""augmentative communication device (ACD) is covered for
beneficiaries of all agesv under DME category): CAL. CODEREGS. tit. 22 §
5152l(a)(categorizing speech-generating devices as DME provided to beneficiaries
without age restriction): CONN. AGENCIES REGS. § 17b-262-218(c) ("Durable medical
equipment means the purchase or rental of medically necessary and appropriate assistive
devices such as: (1) augmentative communication device . . . ."); 10 COLO. CODE REGS.
2505-10:8.590.2.G.16.c. (categorizing augmentative communication devices as DME);
10 COLO. CODEREGS. 2505-10:8.590.2.1.11 (categorizing augmentative communication
devices as prosthetics); Illinois provides SACDs without age restriction. ILL. ADM. CODE
tit. 89 § 140.475(3) (2010) (providing coverage for "prosthetic and orthotic devices,
including communication devices, that are essential to enhance functional mobility or
medically necessary communication, or are essential for employment. . ."(emphasis
added); Indiana provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. 405
IND. ADMIN. CODE 5-19-16 (2010); Iowa provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age
restriction as prosthetic devices. IOWA ADMIN. CODE r. 441-78.10(3)(b)(3) (2010);
Kentucky provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. 907 KY.
ADMIN. REGS. 1:479 § 4(1) (2010); MD. CODEREGS.^!0.09.12.04(A)(9) (2010)
(providing augmentative communication devices for beneficiaries with no age
restrictions); Massachusetts provides "Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Devices (AAC)'" to qualified beneficiaries and defines such devices as "Durable Medical
Equipment (DME)." 130 CODE MASS. REGS. 409.402 (2010); Minnesota provides
"prosthetic communication devices'* to qualified beneficiaries as "durable medical
equipment'* and does not restrict such provision on the basis of age. MINN. R. 9505.0310
(2010); Missouri categorizes "augmentative communication devices'* as "durable medical
equipment" and does not restrict coverage for such equipment on the basis of beneficiary
age. MO. CODEREGS. ANN. Tit. 13, 70-60.010(l)-(8)(2010); Nebraska includes
"augmentative communication devices" among its index of covered durable medical
equipment and medical supplies provided to qualified beneficiaries regardless of the
beneficiary's age. NEB. ADMIN. R. &REGS. Tit. 471, Ch. 7, § 013 (2010); New Jersey's
Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under DME
category. N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10:59-1.13 (2010); New Mexico's Medicaid program
provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under DME category. N.M.
CODER. 8.324.5 (F) (2010); Ohio's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries
without age restriction under DME category. OHIO ADMIN. CODE §5101:3-10-24
(2010); South Dakota provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME.
S.D. ADMN.R. 67:16:29:02.07-11 (2010); Vermont provides SACDs to beneficiaries
without an age restriction under both'* medical supplies" and "prosthetic'* categories. VT.
ADMIN. CODE 12-7-5:7507 (2010)(statingvAn augmentative communication device or
system transmits or produces messages or symbols in a manner that compensates for the
disability of a beneficiary with severe communication impairment. It is a specialized
prosthetic device consistent with the federal definition found at 42 CFR 440.120(c).");
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VT. ADMIN. CODE 12-7-5:7507.1 ("Coverage for augmentative communication devices or
systems is provided to all Medicaid beneficiaries."); Washington provides SACDs to
beneficiaries without an age restriction as DME.
WASHINGTON ADMIN. CODE § 388-543-2200 (2010).
25 states and the District of Columbia incorporate their SACD coverage policies by
reference through administrative rule:
North Dakota provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction. N.D. ADMIN.
CODE § 75-02-02-08(1 )(q) (defining durable medical equipment as a covered Medicaid
service); North Dakota Durable Medical Equipment Provider Manual Appendix C, p. 62
available at http://www.nd.gov/dhs/services/medicalserv/medicaid/providerdurable.html; Oregon's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age
restriction under DME category, and also as speech language services. OR. AJDMOONL R.
410-129-0220 (2010); Pennsylvania's Medicaid program provides SACDs to
beneficiaries of all ages as DME. 55 PA. CODE §1123.2 (2010) (defining DME as "An
item or device listed in the Medical Assistance program fee schedule that can withstand
repeated use; which are used primarily and customarily to serve a medical purpose;
which are customarily not useful to a person in the absence of illness or injury and which
are appropriate for home use." Id. SACDs (aka speech generating devices) are listed in
the fee schedule pursuant to Pennsylvania Medical Assistance Bulletin No. 24-07-11, 2507-05,31-07-18, November 29,2007, available at http://www.dpw.state.pa.us; R.I.
ADMIN. CODE!. 39, D. 1, r. 29 (2010) (incorporating by reference the Rhode Island
Medical Assistance Provider Reference Manuals); Rhode Island does not explicitly
address SACDs in its policy manual. The devices are provided to Medicaid beneficiaries
as DME under Health Care Procedure Code (HCPC) E2510, available at:
http://www.dhs.ri.gov/ForProviders Vendors/MedicalAssistanceProviders/FeeSchedules/t
abid/170/Default.aspx; South Carolina provides SACDs for beneficiaries of all ages. S.C.
CODE ANN. REGS. 126-301(2010) (referencing South Carolina Department of Health and
Human Services-Durable Medical Equipment Provider Manual, available at
http://www.scdhhs.gov/ServiceProvide7-s/ProviderMan
Medical%20Equipment\ TEX. ADMIN. CODE tit. 40, § 19.2613 (establishing coverage for
Medicaid nursing home residents without age restriction); Tennessee's traditional
Medicaid program makes SACDs available to beneficiaries without an age restriction.
TENN. COMP. R. &REGS. 1200-13-13-.04 (2010)(covering both "durable medical
equipment" and "medical supplies" for beneficiaries regardless of age.); Tennessee has a
Medicaid waiver program (TennCare Section 1115 waiver program) that excludes
SACDs for beneficiaries who are older than 21 years of age. TENN. COMP. R. &REGS.
1200-13-.10 (2010). TEX. ADMIN. CODE tit. 1, §354.1039 (establishing DME as a home
health benefit); Texas Medicaid Provider Procedures Manual: Vol 2., § 1.2.4, DM-18
(establishing SACD coverage for home health service recipients without age restriction);
Virginia provides SACDs for beneficiaries without an age restriction as DME. 12 VA.
ADMIN. CODE. § 30-120-762 (2010). The Virginia State Provider Manual outlines SACD
as covered under the state plan. Virginia State Provider Manual Chapter IV. Covered
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Sendees and Limitaxions Augmentative Communication Devices pg 20. available at.
hlip:/AA^^\v^dhln\org/bms/Manuals/bms_manuals_main.htm: W. Va. Code St. R. § 7810-2 (2010)(incorporating by reference the state Medicaid plan) Department of Health
and Human Sendees. Medicaid Program Instruction. MA-9547 (November 15. 1995); see
West Virginia DME Provider Manual Ch.506.6: see also West Virginia Speech
Language Audiology Provider Manual Ch. 530.3(B). available at.
http://www.wvdhhr.o^
"Augmentative
communication/speech generating systems and devices . . . are covered for children up to
21 years of age and adults 21 years of age and greater."); Wisconsin provides SACDs to
beneficiaries without an age restriction under DME category. Wis. ADMIN. CODE DHS§
107.24 (2010); see Wisconsin Medicaid Update No. 99-43-Augmentative
Communication Prior Authorization Guidelines, September 1999, available at:
https://^^w.forwardhealth.wi.gov/lc^Vpdf/99-43.pdf (stating "A communication device
is durable medical equipment which is employed to assist an individual who has
impaired expressive language skills").
5 states provide SACD coverage criteria soleh in their Medicaid policy manuals:
ALASKA ADMIN. CODE tit 7 § 120.200-299 (2010); (Alaska has not published explicit
coverage policy for DME.); Michigan has not codified its Medicaid policy through
administrative rule. The policies are instead found in the Michigan Medicaid Provider
Manual-Medical Supplier p. 70-section 2.39-Speech Generating Devices, (providing
SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction and categorizing such devices as medical
equipment and prosthetics). ^vaz7aifc a^http://vs^^7.michigan.gov/mdch/0?1607.7-1322945_5100-87572--,00.html; Nevada's Medicaid program provides SACDs for
beneficiaries of all ages as DME. Nevada's Medicaid program is addressed in state
statute. NEV. REV. STAT. §422.001-065 (2010). The implementing regulations for the
program are expressly excluded from the state administrative code. NEV. REV. STAT. §
233B.039 (2010). Instead, they are set forth in the Division of Health Care and Financing
Policy's Medicaid Sendee and Operations Manuals, available at.
http://dhc§).state.nv.us/MSM%20Table%20of%20Contents.htm. SACDs (aka speech
generating device) coverage is outlined in the Medicaid Sendees manual, section 1302. p.
2: Oklahoma does not explicitly address coverage for SACDs. OKLA. ADMIN. CODE §
317:30-5-211.10 (2010) (establishing DME as a^covered sendee);
hltp:/A^^^\oldica.org/providers.aspx?id=594&menu=74&parts=7669; Wyoming does
not explicitly address SACDs by administrative code or in its coverage manual. SACDs
are obtained without age restriction by prior authorization request under a iCNot
Otherwise Classified (NOC) Code, See Medical Supplies & Equipment manual p. 110,
available at http://vTequalitycare.acs-inc.com/DME.html.
Tennessee
In additional to its traditional Medicaid program, Tennessee has a Medicaid waiver program
(TennCare Section 1115 waiver program) that excludes SACDs for beneficiaries who are older
than 21 years of age. TENN. COMP. R. & REGS. 1200-13-.10 (2010).
*For ease of reference, states are separated on the following pages*
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AL
560-X-13-.14(5) (providing coverage of SACD's specifically for
individuals over 21); Ala. Medicaid Provider Manual 14.2.2 (durable medical equipment).
ALA. ADMIN. CODER.

i

AK
ALASKA ADMIN. CODE

tit. 7 § 120.200-299 (2010); (Alaska has not published explicit coverage

policy for DME.)
I

AZ
ARIZONA ARIZ. ADMIN. CODE.

§ 9-22-710(3)(c)(referencing fee schedules established by the

state agency for DME).
ARK
016.06.48-212.202 (2010). ("augmentative communication device (ACD) is
covered for beneficiaries of all ages" under DME category).

ARK. ADMIN. CODE

CA
CAL. CODE REGS, tit

22 § 51521(a)(categorizing speech-generating devices as DME provided to
beneficiaries without age restriction).
CO
10 COLO. CODE REGS. 2505-10:8.590.2.G.16.c. (categorizing augmentative communication
devices as DME); 10 COLO. CODE REGS. 2505-10:8.590.2.1.11 (categorizing augmentative
communication devices as prosthetics).
CT
§ 17b-262-218(c) ("Durable medical equipment means the purchase or
rental of medically necessary and appropriate assistive devices such as: (1) augmentative
communication device . . . . " ) .
CONN. AGENCIES REGS.

DC
29 D.C. MUN. REGS. tit. 29 § 996 (referencing the Provider Handbook for Durable Medical
Equipment Prosthetics and Orthotics Supplies).
DE
16 DEL. ADMIN. CODE MED 1.2.1 (2010) (incorporating Delaware Provider Policy Manual,
Supplies and Durable Medicaid Equipment, 6.1.7, which provides SACDs to beneficiaries with
no age restrictions, available at^
www.dmap.state.de.us/downloads/manuals/DME.Provider.Specific.pdf).
FLA
FLA. ADMIN. Code r. 59G-4.001 ((incorporating by reference the Florida Medicaid Durable
Medical Equipment and Medical Supply Services Coverage and Limitations Handbook which
states "Augmentative and alternative communication systems (AACs) are reimbursed through
the Medicaid DME medical supply services program" available at
http://www.baccinc.org/medi/Opening_Page.htm).
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GA
Georgia's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under
DIVE category. GA. COMP. R. REGS. 560-12-2-30(5)(a)(12)(2010): Georgia Medicaid Provider
Manual. Part II. Policies and Procedures for Durable Medical Equipment Services. Chapter 1100.
Part B. Augmentative and Alternative Communication Devices. (1) (b). available at
httns://www.mmis.georda.gow^
cal equipment services.pdf).
HI
Hawaii provides sACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction. HAW. CODE R. §17-173772(2010)(referencing Hawaii Medicaid Provider Manual 10.5.8-Augmentative/Alternative
Communication Devices, available at http://vrvA7w.medquest.us/-providers/ProviderManual.html).

m
Idaho's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under DME
category. IDAHO ADMIN. CODE R. 16.03.09.752(2010); Medicaid fee schedule referencing
coverage for SACDs (HCPCs code E2510), available at
http://heal1iiandwelfarejdaho.gov/ProvidersM
Default.aspx
EL
Illinois provides SACDs without age restriction. I I I . ADM. CODE tit. 89 § 140.475(3) (2010)
(providing coverage for ''prosthetic and orthotic devices, including communication devices, that
are essential to enhance functional mobility or medically necessary communication, or are
essential for employment. . ."(emphasis added).
IN
Indiana provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. 405 IND. ADMIN.
5-19-16(2010).
IA
Iowa provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as prosthetic devices.
ADMIN. CODE r. 441-78.10(3)(b)(3) (2010).

CODE

IOWA

KS
Kansas provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. KAN. ADMIN. REGS. §
30-5-166 (2010); Kansas Medical Assistance Program Provider Manual-Durable Medical
Equipment§ 8410 p. 8-7, available at: https://v^w.kmap-stateks.us/.../Provider%20Manuals/Dlvffi_05052010_l 0065.pdf.
KY
Kentucky provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. 907 KY. ADMIN.
REGS. 1:479 §4(1) (2010).
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LA
Louisiana providers SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. Louisiana
Medicaid Services Manual, Chapter 18-Durable Medical Equipment provider manual § 18.2
provides for "reimbursement for AAC devices for recipients of all ages if the device is
considered medically necessary . . . " available at:
http ://www.lamedicaid.com/provweb 1 /Providermanuals/DMe Main.htm
ME
Maine provides SACDs for beneficiairies without age restriction as DME. CODE ME. R. 10-144
Ch. 101, Ch. H, § 60, Appx. A(13); MaineCare Benefits Manual-Chapter Two § 60(13),
available at: http://www.maine.gOv/sos/cec/rules/l0/chl01 .htm.
MD
MD. CODE REGS. 10.09.12.04(A)(9) (2010) (providing augmentative communication devices for
beneficiaries with no age restrictions).
MA
Massachusetts provides "Augmentative and Alternative Communication Devices (AAC)" to
qualified beneficiaries and defines such devices as "Durable Medical Equipment (DME)." 130
CODE MASS. REGS. 409.402 (2010).
MI
Michigan has not codified its Medicaid policy through administrative rule. The policies are
instead found in the Michigan Medicaid Provider Manual-Medical Supplier p. 70-section 2.39Speech Generating Devices, (providing SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction and
categorizing such devices as medical equipment and prosthetics), available at
http://www.michigan.gov/mdch/0J607J-132-2945 5100-87572~.00.html
MN
Minnesota provides "prosthetic communication devices" to qualified beneficiaries as "durable
medical equipment" and does not restrict such provision on the basis of age. MlNN. R.
9505.0310(2010).
MS
Mississippi provides "augmentative (alternative) communication devices" to qualified
beneficiaries regardless of age and categorizes such devices as "Durable Medical Equipment."
Miss. ADMIN. CODE 23-1-15:10.11 (2010); Mississippi Medicaid Provider Manual Section 10.11
(2010).
MO
Missouri categorizes "augmentative communication devices" as "durable medical equipment"
and does not restrict coverage for such equipment on the basis of beneficiary age. Mo. CODE
REGS. ANN. Tit. 13, 70-60.010(l)-(8)(2010).
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MT
Montana provides "'augmentative communication devices'' to qualified beneficiaries regardless
of age and categorizes such devices as "'durable medical equipment and supplies." ADMIN. R.
MONT. 37.86.1.801-37.86.1807 (2008); See also "Montana Medicaid Certificate of Medical
Necessity: Augmentative Communication Device:' available at:
littp://medicaidprovider^
NE
Nebraska includes "augmentative communication devices" among its index of covered durable
medical equipment and medical supplies provided to qualified beneficiaries regardless of the
beneficiary's age. NEB. ADMIN. R. & R E G S . Tit. 471, Ch. 7, § 013 (2010).
NV
Nevada's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries of all ages as DME. Nevada's
Medicaid program is addressed in state statute. NEY. REV. STAT. §422.001-065 (2010). The
implementing regulations for the program are expressty excluded from the state administrative
code. NEV. REV. STAT. § 233B.039 (2010). Instead, they are set forth in the Division of Health
Care and Financing Polky's Medicaid Sendee and Operations Manuals, entailable at:
ht03://dhcfo.state.nv.usMSM%20Table%20of%
SACDs (aka speech generating
device) coverage is outlined in the Medicaid Sendees manual, section 1302, p. 2.
NH
N.H. CODE ADMIN. R. He-W 571.06(b)(16)(providing SACDs for beneficiaries without age
restrictions and incorporating by reference the Medicare coverage criteria which covers SACDs
for beneficiaries without age restriction, available at www.cms.hhs.gov and
http ://www.tacenturion. com/content/lmrp_current_d3rn. cfin.
NJ
New Jersej^s Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under
DME category. N J . ADMIN. CODE § 10:59-1.13 (2010).
NM
New Mexico's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction
tinder DME category. N.M. CODE R. 8.324.5 (F) (2010).
NT
New York's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under
DME category. N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & R E G S . TIT. 18. § 505.5 (2010)(referencingfee schedule
found in New York Department of Health-Medicaid provider manual, available at
http:/A^^w.emednv.org/Pro^iderManuals/DME/index.htm^).
NC
North Carolina provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. N.C. ADMIN.
CODE tit. 10A, r. 22G.0507 (2010) (establishing DME as a covered sendee); North Carolina
Division of Medical Assistance-Durable Medical Equipment Clinical Coverage Policy No.: 5A,
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§ 5.3.23, available at: http://wvvw.ncdhhs.gov/dma/sendces/dme.htm (specifying SACDs as a
covered item of DME).
ND
North Dakota provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction. N.D. ADMIN. CODE § 7502-02-08(1 )(q) (defining durable medical equipment as a covered Medicaid service); North
Dakota Durable Medical Equipment Provider Manual Appendix C, p. 62 available at
http://www.nd.gov/dhs/services/medicalserv/medicaid/provider-durable.h1ml
OH
Ohio's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under DME
category. OHIO ADMIN. CODE § 5101:3-10-24 (2010);
OK
Oklahoma does not explicitly address coverage for SACDs. OKLA. ADMIN. CODE § 317:30-5211.10 (2010) (establishing DME as a covered service);
http://www.okhca.org/providers.aspx?id=594&menu=74&parts=7669
OR
Oregon's Medicaid program provides SACDs for beneficiaries without age restriction under
DME category. OR. ADMIN. R. 410-129-0220 (2010); categorizes them under speech language
services.
PA
Pennsylvania's Medicaid program provides SACDs to beneficiaries of all ages as DME. 55 PA.
CODE §1123.2 (2010) (defining DME as "An item or device listed in the Medical Assistance
program fee schedule that can withstand repeated use; which are used primarily and customarily
to serve a medical purpose; which are customarily not useful to a person in the absence of illness
or injury and which are appropriate for home use." Id. SACDs (aka speech generating devices)
are listed in the fee schedule pursuant to Pennsylvania Medical Assistance Bulletin No. 24-0711, 25-07-05,31-07-18, November 29,2007, available at http:/fwvw.dpw.state.pa.us:
RI
R.I. ADMIN. CODE t. 39, D. 1, r. 29 (2010) (incorporating by reference the Rhode Island Medical
Assistance Provider Reference Manuals); Rhode Island does not explicitly address SACDs in its
policy manual. The devices are provided to Medicaid beneficiaries as DME under Health Care
Procedure Code (HCPC) E2510, available at:
http://www.dhs.ri.gov/ForProvidersVendors/MedicalAssistanceProviders/FeeSched
0/Default.aspx.
SC
South Carolina provides SACDs for beneficiaries of all ages. S.C. CODE ANN. REGS. 126301(2010) (referencing South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services-Durable
Medical Equipment Provider Manual, available at
http://www.scdhhs.gov/SeiMceProviders/ProviderManualsAlL
%20Eauwment.)
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SD
South Dakota provides SACDs to beneficiaries without age restriction as DME. S.D. ADMIN. R.
67:16:29:02.07-11 (2010).
TN
Tennessee's traditional Medicaid program makes SACDs available to beneficiaries without an
age restriction. TENN. COMP. R. &REGS. 1200-13-13-.04 (2010)(covering both "durable medical
equipment'* and "medical supplies'' for beneficiaries regardless of age.); Tennessee has a
Medicaid waiver program (TennCare Section 1115 waiver program) that excludes SACDs for
beneficiaries who are older than 21 years of age. TENN. COMP. R. &REGS. 1200-13-.10 (2010).
TX
TEX. ADMIN. CODE tit. 40, § 19.2613 (establishing coverage for Medicaid nursing home residents
without age restriction); TEX. ADMIN. CODE tit. h §354.1039 (establishing DME as a home
health benefit); Texas Medicaid Provider Procedures Manual: Vol 2., § 1.2.4, DM-18
(establishing SACD coverage for home health sendee recipients without age restriction).
VT
Vermont provides SACDs to beneficiaries without an age restriction under both" medical
supplies" and ''prosthetic" categories. VT. ADMIN. CODE 12-7-5:7507 (2010)(stating"An
augmentative communication device or system transmits or produces messages or symbols in a
manner that compensates for the disability7 of a beneficiary with severe communication
impairment. It is a specialized prosthetic device consistent with the federal definition found at
42 CFR 440.120(c)."); VT. .ADMIN. CODE 12-7-5:7507.1 ("Coverage for augmentative
communication devices or systems is provided to all Medicaid beneficiaries.")
VA
Virginia provides SACDs for beneficiaries without an age restriction as DME. 12 VA. ADMIN.
CODE. §30-120-762(2010).
The Virginia State Provider Manual outlines SACD as covered under the state plan.
Virginia State Provider Manual Chapter IV. Covered Sendees and Limitations
Augmentative Communication Devices pg 205 entailable at:
http://^v^^^v^7dhhr.org/bms/Manuals/bms_manuals_main.htm
https://mvw.ecm. virdnian^
BA-8A61-4119-A33517D3481C5B13)&impersonate=^^
BEAl-36B41C62107F)&obiectStoreName=V.APRODOSl
WA
Washington provides SACDs to beneficiaries without an age restriction as DME.
WASHINGTON ADMIN. CODE § 388-543-2200 (2010).
WV
W. Va. Code St. R. § 78-10-2 (2010)(incorporating by reference the state Medicaid plan)
Department of Health and Human Services. Medicaid Program Instruction. MA-9547
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(November 15, 1995); see West Virginia DME Provider Manual Ch.506.6; see also West
Virginia Speech Language Audiology Provider Manual Ch. 530.3(B), available at:
http ://www.wvdhhr.org^ms/Manuals^ms_manuals_main.htm(stating "Augmentative
communication/speech generating systems and devices . . . are covered for children up to 21
years of age and adults 21 years of age and greater.")
WI
Wisconsin provides SACDs to beneficiaries without an age restriction under DME category.
Wis. ADMIN. CODE DHS§ 107.24 (2010); see Wisconsin Medicaid Update No. 99-43Augmentative Communication Prior Authorization Guidelines, September 1999, available at:
https://www.forwardhealth.wi.gov/kw/pdf/99-43.pdf (stating "A communication device is
durable medical equipment, which is employed to assist an individual who has impaired
expressive language skills.")
WY
Wyoming does not explicitly address SACDs by administrative code or in its coverage manual.
SACDs are obtained without age restriction by prior authorization request under a "Not
Otherwise Classified (NOC) Code, See Medical Supplies & Equipment manual, p. 110, available
at: http://wvequali1rcare.acs-inc.com/DME.html.
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